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SUMMARY

The paper focuses on applicable law towards Security Token Offerings (STOs) in European Union. The goal of thesis is to analyse legal framework in EU with regards to STOs from the perspective of an organizer, an investor and a regulator. Blockchain technology has entered the field of regulated market activities and along with new opportunities for business, it has brought new challenges for regulators and risks for investors. The research will illustrate the legal framework which organizers have to follow in order to launch legally compliant STO.

This research is structured in four parts where the first two chapters provide analytical insights in blockchain technology and importance of legal framework by analysing academic literature and EU legislation. The third chapter analyses case studies and legal framework of 8 EU Member States and Switzerland and fourth chapter discusses the findings throughout the research.

The first chapter provides clarification on blockchain technology and gives brief insight in development of blockchain technology. The first chapter serves purpose to provide knowledge base about blockchain technology in order to continue analysis of legislation. Chapter will analyse technical perspective of Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) and provide explanation on why there is a demand for Security Token Offerings. By using examples with the first ICOs launched, chapter illustrates the pace of development of blockchain technology where in 2013 total amount of funds raised in ICOs was measured in several thousand US Dollars while in 2019 the total raised amount through ICOs has exceeded the mark of USD 70 Billion.

The second part of the paper illustrates importance of legal framework with regards to investor protection and technological development. The chapter provides analysis of academic articles in order to create a context how legal framework affects Security Token Offering. It follows with analysis of case law from USA where consequences of Security Exchange Commission (SEC) penalties to three ICOs are illustrated. Due to the fact that USA and EU are regions with most organized ICOs, perspective of USA is important, because it is used further in the research as a comparison with legal framework in EU. The second chapter starts analysis of legislation with focus on EU Regulations and Directives by illustrating the most important legal rules from perspective of STOs.

The third part of the thesis consists of a case study of legislation from 8 Member States and Switzerland. During analysis of each jurisdiction, comprehensive research of legislation is conducted towards legal rules of public offerings and virtual assets. Legislation analysis is supplemented with examples of existing STOs where their offering documents and investment
agreements are analysed from the perspective of applicable law. Analysed countries were selected according to established statistics in a number of organized ICOs in the Member State. Another significant factor which determined selection of Member States was existing or planned STOs. Switzerland was selected due to its well-known developed legal framework towards blockchain industry and geographical location in the continent of Europe.

The fourth chapter is a discussion where analysis of case study, legislation review, and academic literature is combined. Along with analysis, discussion part provides suggestions on what should be improved towards creating a better legal environment for STOs in European Union. The last part of the paper concludes the research by listing the most important arguments which occurred during the research.
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INTRODUCTION

Technological advancements are cornerstones of economic development in the world. Historically it has been proven over and over again that without new and at the time revolutionary methods, development would not be possible. Among the most revolutionary inventions that eventually changed the world, but initially were considered not necessary or against existing world order are such inventions as printing press, light bulb, airplane, telephone and even a clock. All new technological inventions, along with new possibilities for consumers and new opportunities for business, bring along challenges for authorities. When Gutenberg invented printing press in 15th century, it was initially considered too complicated technology which won’t replace handwritten manuscripts carried out mainly by catholic monks. Printing press was strongly criticised and even limited by catholic church. Eventually, printing press developed and currently it is considered one of the main reasons which made Reformation in Europe possible.

One of the most revolutionary technological advancements of the last decade is blockchain technology. Created in order to facilitate decentralized and transparent transactions among two parties, it has caused a lot of opportunities for the business as well as a lot of challenges for the regulators. Since the creation of Bitcoin in 2009, when blockchain technology was known only to “crypto-enthusiasts” and “IT-geeks”, it has developed in widely known industry with aggregated market capitalization of over EUR 300 Billion. Development from 0 to EUR 300B in period of 10 years places blockchain technology at the top in one of the most important technological achievements in 21st century. The main source of the funds in blockchain industry comes from Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) where investors purchase digital coins in return of certain rights on the platform of the issuer. Whenever there are involved investors, there is necessity of investor protection – this has been the approach in financial markets until now.

The most recent form of raising funds on blockchain is Security Token Offering – when organizer offers certain right to the asset which is coded in the digital token. The common understanding towards financial instruments is that they must be regulated and have certain legal framework in order to protect investors. In situations of ICOs investor protection was nearly impossible due to the nature of the offering, which this paper will illustrate in Chapter 1. However, when securities are offered, organizers are attached to certain jurisdiction where

---

such securities are located and therefore, they are obliged to “play by the rules” of these jurisdictions.

*The goal of this paper is to analyse the applicable law in the European Union towards Security Token Offerings.* The scope of this research is focused on legislation analysis of EU legal framework, 8 EU Member States and Switzerland, and analysis of existing case law from USA. The research provides analysis of academic literature towards necessity of legal framework in the field of blockchain as well as analysis and description of blockchain technology and Security Token Offerings as such.

It is important to research legislation towards legal rules for Security Token Offerings, because at the moment there is legal uncertainty on how to organize such offerings within EU. Initial Coin Offerings developed in extreme pace – in 2013 when there were the first coin offerings, the total amount of raised funds was estimated around EUR 20,000. Only 6 years later, in the May of 2019, total raised amount through Initial Coin Offerings has reached EUR 60 Billion. With decrease in popularity of utility token offerings, it is common understanding that security token offerings will take the place. Hence, the research on legal framework towards Security Token Offering is important.
1. CONCEPT OF STO

1.1. Distributed ledger technology

This chapter will explain what is blockchain / Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) and how it is used to raise capital for the business. With aggregated global crypto market capitalization of USD 300 billion (EUR 266,75), investments in offerings based on blockchain platforms are increasing in terms of popularity\(^3\). It is important to understand the concept of blockchain in order to provide an introduction into the subject of Security Token Offerings. According to Oxford dictionary blockchain is:

A system in which record of transactions made in bitcoin or another cryptocurrency are maintained across several computers that are linked in a peer-to-peer network\(^4\).

This research will focus on legal perspective of the blockchain. However, it is important to analyse practical side of technology to understand the main aspects on how and why there should be laws which regulate the use of the blockchain. Distributed ledgers are technical record-keeping devices which exist across a large, shared network\(^5\). Each network participant stores a copy of the ledger on computer or node and they are simultaneously updated every time when any change occurs\(^6\). In general, ledgers are an ancient method of recording transactions – for example – by using clay tablets or papyruses. DLT replaces clay tablets and papyruses with electronical network where updates occur automatically. One of the main ideas of DLT is that transaction won’t happen if a person does not have the goods he is claiming to have. In real life scenario transaction carried out on blockchain would be:

Alice wants to purchase an item from Etsy.com online store. In order to carry out the transaction, Alice needs to have funds in her electronic wallet and store from Etsy.com must have the goods in question. The transaction begins with Alice’s wallet generating request for changes on the blockchain so she could transfer funds to the merchant\(^7\). The next steps are happening on the network where various nodes check, by inspecting the ledger, whether Alice has the funds she is claiming to have\(^8\). If during the inspection existence of her funds is confirmed, then specialized nodes called miners will eventually create a new block for the

---

\(^3\) Azgad-Tromer, \textit{supra} note 2.


\(^6\) \textit{Ibid}.


\(^8\) \textit{Ibid}. 
blockchain\textsuperscript{9}. The data further is processed by using cryptographic “hash” function which transforms the block into a string of digits of certain length. The “hash” is put into the header of the proposed block and the header becomes the basis for mathematical puzzle which involves the “hash” function. Mathematical puzzle can only be solved by trial and error and it is done by miners who operate across the network\textsuperscript{10}. At the moment when miner has created solution for the puzzle, the other nodes check it and each node that confirms the solution updates the blockchain accordingly\textsuperscript{11}. “The hash of the header becomes the new block’s identifying string”\textsuperscript{12}. The result is that Alice’s payment is confirmed, and transaction is carried out.

Every transaction on blockchain is timestamped and it is not possible to amend previous blocks. According to Associate Professor from Concordia Institute, Jeremy Clark, “[t]he goal of timestamping is to give an approximate idea of when document came in to existence”\textsuperscript{13}. Document’s timestamp can’t be changed after it is already created. Timestamping accurately conveys the order of creation of the documents on blockchain – if one document (transaction) came in to existence before the other, the timestamp will reflect that\textsuperscript{14}. Timestamping and precision of documents created on blockchain is often mentioned as one of the main advantages of the DLT. Timestamping creates transparency and according to authors of “Law and Blockchain” transparency is one of 4 main advantages of blockchain technology, the other three being: 1) decentralization; 2) anonymity; 3) not possible to change after it is created\textsuperscript{15}.

The main difference between cryptocurrency and fiat currency lies exactly in distribution, where with fiat currency it is authorized and further distributed by single trusted authority, like European Central Bank. In DLT, instead of a single central authority, each of the nodes independently verifies proposed additions to the ledger, or blockchain and if the majority of the nodes verify the transaction, then it is added to the blockchain\textsuperscript{16}. Bitcoin was the first widely known virtual currency which was created on blockchain technology in January 9, 2009. It is a virtual currency with main goal to facilitate purchases between parties without going through centralized financial institution\textsuperscript{17}. Document which was created as a Guidelines in to Bitcoin – also known as “White Paper” states that Bitcoin is “purely peer-to-peer electronic cash system”\textsuperscript{18}. This illustrates that Bitcoin was created to be an alternative to regulated

\textsuperscript{9} The Economist, The Great Chain of being sure about things. Supra note 7.
\textsuperscript{10} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{11} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{12} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{14} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{15} Rodrigues, supra note 5.
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid., p. 697.
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid., p. 698.
currencies. However, the fact that Bitcoin was created on blockchain and is by far the most popular cryptocurrency does not mean that it is the only purpose of DLT. It is important to outline that Bitcoin is not a synonym to blockchain. Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency, which is used to facilitate purchases between parties, while blockchain is a technological solution on how to document and process certain transactions. The next generation of blockchains which were created after Bitcoin developed by implementing “smart contract” layers on top of the virtual currencies they offered. The most popular example is Ethereum which uses their token “Ether” as a unit of currency\textsuperscript{19}. The Ethereum blockchain permits the central recording not just of an exchange, but of contractual conditions and limits on the circumstances under which an exchange can occur. If compared with Bitcoin, which was created purely for transaction between parties, Ethereum was created specifically for users to develop new app designs to layer on top of its blockchain to facilitate the smart contracts\textsuperscript{20}. It is important to outline these specifics in order to move forward to STO process, because DLT is the basics on which STO can be created and smart contracts are crucial part of STO, because they hold information on how to transfer / exchange with tokens. For example, if company’s shares are tokenized, then information on how to transfer the shares (which are now in form of tokens) will be implemented in smart contract and attached to each token.

Smart contract is an agreement which is automatically executed when certain conditions are met\textsuperscript{21}. Smart contracts are enforced by code implemented in them instead of judicial authority\textsuperscript{22}. For example, shareholder of the company will automatically receive certain number of dividends when company will receive certain amount of profit. Another example which illustrates how smart contracts are able to execute themselves is that person X will have to pay person Y certain amount of ether (unit of cryptocurrency used on the Ethereum blockchain) if Dow Jones Industrial Average index reaches 30,000\textsuperscript{23}. It is necessary to outline the fact that just like standard contracts, also smart contracts can include several variables and legal principle of party autonomy is still in place, because parties can negotiate about the terms which will be implemented in smart contract. However, when compared with standard agreements, a court is not able to determine what legal rule will fill the gaps which parties have created by concluding the agreement\textsuperscript{24}. In situations of standard contracts, a court would be able to determine the law which will fill these gaps. However, in case of smart contracts, it is not

\textsuperscript{19} Rodrigues, supra note 5, p. 698.

\textsuperscript{20} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{21} The Economist, The Great Chain of being sure about things. Supra note 7.


\textsuperscript{23} Rodrigues, supra note 5, p. 681.

\textsuperscript{24} Ibid.
possible, because the “smart contract” is a code alone where is no gap with regards of entry point. As it is explained above by explaining how DLT functions, it is not possible to alter the code once it is created on the blockchain. Due to decentralized, distributed nature of blockchain ledger, changes in the code will be rejected once it is already created. In context of this research, smart contracts are significant, because they are used for transfer of the securities in Security Token Offerings. Organizer of STO / ICO implements a smart contract in every offered token which regulates how token can be transferred to another person. Therefore, there is a question on what is applicable law in cases of tokenized security transfers if, as illustrated in this paragraph, there is no entry point for legal rule in code itself? When code is created, if programmers decide, they are able to program legal rules in specific code. However, the main question of this research is which legal rule should be incorporated in to the smart contract in situations of transfer of tokenized securities? The question shall be analysed throughout the following chapters of the research.

This chapter mentions that Bitcoin is the most popular project developed on blockchain. In many cases it is wrongly mixed with blockchain and even used as a synonym to the blockchain. The reason of it is the fact that all other projects which were developed by using DLT until Bitcoin did not become usable for common public due to their complexity and availability to limited amount of people. There exist solutions outside of payment system with regards to blockchain usability. The fact that transactions on blockchain are transparent and it is not possible to forge them, makes blockchain technologies popular among national governments. Blockchain can be used by creating a system for land-registries in countries where due to economic and social problems land-registries are not developed properly. Example is Honduras and Greece – both countries have requested to develop prototype land-registries on blockchain in order to solve the problems with their current land registries. Another example is NASDAQ exchange which will record trades in privately held companies on blockchain based system. Since 2016 Estonia is recording patient health records using blockchain technology by archiving patient activity logs. By using DLT’s unique feature of timestamping, a ledger built on blockchain technology is able to timestamp every individual access or change to a patient’s individual records. Cryptographic hash function creates an

26 Ibid.
27 Ibid, 683.
28 Narayanan, supra note 13, p. XI.
29 The Economist, The Great Chain of being sure about things. Supra note 7.
30 Ibid.
31 Ibid.
unchangeable audit trail that can be monitored due to transparent features of blockchain technology and it also guarantees that the most recent record of patient data is used\textsuperscript{33}.

1.2. Defining Security Token Offering

1.2.1. Initial Coin Offering

The following chapter will analyse Security Token Offering in order to answer the question on what is the applicable law during the transfer of tokenized securities. To define STO, it is important to illustrate Initial Coin Offering (ICO). The name “offering” within the headline of STO or ICO gives the meaning that company offers some goods to the public in order to receive financial support. From perspective of goal, both STO and ICO have the same goal – to raise funds for the organizer in order to develop a new product / solution.

Initial Coin Offering is a fundraiser for company to attract funds for development of certain product. For “crypto world” ICO is often considered to be equivalent of Initial Public Offering from capital markets. However, due to the lack of legal framework which would create certain responsibility for organizers of the offerings, ICOs are similar with IPOs only from perspective that both have the same goal – to raise the funds for the company. The way how it is achieved is significantly different and this chapter will illustrate why. In IPOs companies are selling their shares to the public in order to raise capital. In ICOs organizers are selling digital tokens to the public and as a payment they are receiving funds in cryptocurrency. In most cases digital tokens hold certain value and holder of the token is able to use it within platform which is developed. For purposes of illustration, practical example will be used.

One of the first ICOs was NXT ICO which was launched in September of 2013\textsuperscript{34}. The goal of the ICO was to raise certain amount of money in order to develop the product which was “[o]pen source blockchain platform that utilizes proof-of-stake consensus mechanism for its native digital currency\textsuperscript{35}”. It is important to outline that nature of the product varies between different ICOs. NXT raised USD 16,800 in bitcoin by issuing NXT coin with initial value of USD 0,0000168 per coin. People who purchased NXT coins during ICO were able either to sell coins on public exchanges or use coins within NXT platform in order to use their developed product. Issued coin value changes from launch of ICO. For example, NXT coin value in April


\textsuperscript{35} Ibid.
2019 is USD 0.033311\textsuperscript{36}. NXT is considered the most successful ICO by return on investment (ROI)\textsuperscript{37}. NXT was one of the first ICO’s which was launched in early stage in development of blockchain technologies. It was known mostly among “crypto-enthusiasts” and did not reach the general public at the moment of ICO.

Since launch of the first ICO’s in 2013, blockchain technologies and cryptocurrencies have become more popular and audience who participates in ICOs are no longer limited to “crypto-enthusiasts”. Until April 2019 there were more than 3000 ICOs launched with total raised value exceeding 70 billion USD\textsuperscript{38}. The key differences of ICO / IPO are: 1) ICOs does not offer equity during offerings of initial coins; 2) ICOs are less expensive than IPOs; 3) there are no intermediaries in ICOs; 4) ICO’s has wider geographical scope while IPOs are limited to country where they are launched. PricewaterhouseCoopers estimated that cost of IPO varies between four to seven percent of the capital raised and additional USD 4.2 million in accounting fees\textsuperscript{39}. Additionally, in the same report, PricewaterhouseCoopers found that companies spend between USD 1 million and USD 2 million in annual costs just to maintain company’s status as a listed company\textsuperscript{40}. Average costs of ICO are estimated at USD 60,000 and average timescale to launch an ICO is three months\textsuperscript{41}. If compared with IPOs it is possible to conclude that for small and medium companies ICOs are more affordable than IPOs which are available only to large companies who have already developed their business and have access to capital. While with ICOs it is common that companies who are launching ICOs are in early stages of their development and they will use raised funds to develop their business model which they advertised during ICO.

The fact that companies who are launching ICOs are in early stages of their development creates high volatility for projects carried out with funds raised on ICOs. Study carried out by EY where company analysed 372 ICO projects from 2017 with total of 87% funds raised in 2017, shows data of success rate of ICOs. In January 2018, 86% of projects carried out with ICOs were below their initial listed price on exchange and 30% of the projects had lost all

\textsuperscript{36} Nxt (NXT) Price, Charts, Market Cap, And Other Metrics | Coinmarketcap, Coinmarketcap, 2019, 

\textsuperscript{37} Top 10 Biggest Icos (By Return On Investment). Supra note 34.


\textsuperscript{39} US Senate. Joint Economic Committee. Supra note, 22.

\textsuperscript{40} Ibid, 221.

\textsuperscript{41} Ibid.
value\textsuperscript{42}. Another problem with ICOs is large number of fraudulent projects. One of the most popular and recent ICO fraud is when two related ICO projects in Vietnam raised USD 660 million in 2018 and without developing promised product disappeared\textsuperscript{43}. There were more than 30,000 people who participated in these fraudulent ICOs and at the moment of this research (May, 2019) Vietnamese authorities are conducting criminal investigation. In example of Vietnamese fraudulent ICOs the criminal act is clear, and authorities are able to prosecute the organizers of ICOs when they will be located. However, more common cases are with projects where organizers promote that there will be developed a unique product, but eventually it is not done due to the lack of knowledge or due to the fact that it was never intended to be developed. According to data from EY study, it is possible to see that at least 30\% of projects fail and are not developed at all\textsuperscript{44}. Large amount of non-realized ICOs and fraudulent projects are one of the reasons why ICOs have lost popularity. In the first quarter of 2019 ICOs have raised USD 118 million while in the first quarter of 2018 ICOs raised USD 6.9 billion (58 times more)\textsuperscript{45}.

The possibility of fraud in ICO projects is because of lack of legal framework and token characteristics. In situations of IPO, where exists certain regulations which determine the process of IPO, possibility of fraudulent cases is minimized and if it occurs, then it is clear which measures will be imposed on the organizers of IPO – it is clear what is the applicable law. The issued tokens exhibit characteristics of a voucher which grants the user certain rights\textsuperscript{46}. In each ICO the particular right which is programmed in to the token varies. The token may give access to a software; the token might permit the user to pay with it by using certain platform which was created by organizer of ICO; the token might grant a right to financial asset. In context of this research, the last type of tokens are significant, because in several jurisdictions legislators have determined that such tokens are qualified as securities and must be properly registered with responsible authorities. In November 2018 The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC, USA) imposed the first civil charges against two companies that sold digital tokens in ICOs\textsuperscript{47}. Both penalized companies conducted ICOs in 2017 where Airfox raised USD 15 million worth of digital assets and Paragon raised approximately USD 12 million worth of
digital assets to develop their product. Airfox goal was to develop token-denominated “ecosystem” that would permit users in emerging markets to earn tokens and exchange them for data by interacting with advertisements. Paragon goal was to add blockchain technology to the cannabis industry and work towards legalization of cannabis. Both companies received fine of USD 250,000 and SEC required companies to reimburse harmed investors who purchased tokens in “illegal offerings” if an investor will make a claim. The SEC considered that in both ICOs their digital tokens qualified as a securities. According to US case law (SEC v. Howey Co.), investment contracts where person invests his money in a company and is led to expect profits solely from efforts of the promoter are considered securities. The key element in definition is that person is led to expect to receive profits. In both above mentioned examples, people expected to receive profit from their initial coins which they obtained during ICO at the moment when demand for tokens will increase along with popularity of the companies. Tokens which are deemed as securities are called “security tokens”. While tokens which are meant solely for use within developer platforms and are not expected to increase their value are considered “utility tokens”.

1.2.2. Security tokens

This chapter will explain what is a security token and what are the methods of determining which tokens are utility tokens and which are security tokens. Chapter will analyse term “blockchain-based assets” and provide insights in to the “Howey test” in relation with digital assets. Security token is a token which contains right to a certain asset. In IPOs the asset which is offered to the public are shares of the company. In situations of token sale, the asset theoretically could be everything owned by the company – including, but not limited to shares of the company, promissory profit notes, loan agreements, real estate, etc. Everything what is owned by the company theoretically can be tokenized by creating a smart contract where would be programmed rights to the asset. According to SEC statements, there have been several warnings to ICOs who claimed to have utility tokens, when in fact, according to Securities Act, these tokens qualified as securities. Due to their nature, security tokens are often called investment tokens.

48 SEC. Supra note, 47.
49 Ibid.
50 Ibid.
51 Ibid.
From technical perspective blockchain-based assets are technologically embedded in a ledger where all transactions are maintained by a network of nodes\textsuperscript{54}. For virtual assets issuance and ownership are defined by blockchains – cryptocurrency coins and tokens\textsuperscript{55}. It is not possible to transfer digital asset without digital signature of the previous owner\textsuperscript{56}. It could be compared with transfer of shares in the company where it is necessary to submit a shareholder agreement or shareholders registry where previous shareholder must verify the transfer of shares with the signature. At the moment, most of EU Member States require that such documents are filed with Enterprise Registries where these changes are further confirmed or declined. In situation where company’s shares would be virtually converted in to digital tokens (tokenized), it would be possible to transfer them only with the consent of the previous owner. Company’s stock is one of the things which is possible to tokenize. From technical perspective it works in a way that company creates digital tokens and in smart contract codes the information with regards to share nominal value, date of issue and rules on how it can be transferred. Upon transfer of the tokens, company must notify responsible Enterprise Registry about the changes in shareholder registry. Since the shares of the companies in most of the world are no longer in paper format, tokenized shares do not disturb the status quo so far if the process of transfer is carried out according to applicable law of the jurisdiction.

USA and EU are regions where the most ICOs were launched until April 2019\textsuperscript{57}. Therefore, it is important to look how authorities are viewing the concept of security tokens in both of these regions. According to European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) security tokens fall in to a category of crypto-assets\textsuperscript{58}. ESMA defines that “(c)rypto-assets are a type of private asset that depends primarily on cryptography and DLT\textsuperscript{59}”. In USA in order to determine whether tokens qualify as “investment tokens” SEC uses “Howey test” which arises from case law SEC v. J. Howey co. – where Supreme Court ruled that “investment contracts where person invests his money in a company and is led to expect profits solely from efforts of the promoter are considered securities\textsuperscript{60}”.

Until April 2019, there are more than 3000 launched ICOs around the world\textsuperscript{61}. Number of STOs is significantly smaller due to the complexity and unclear legislation across the world.

\textsuperscript{54} Azgad-Tromer, supra note 3, p. 76.
\textsuperscript{55} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{56} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{57} Zetzsche, supra note 38, p. 11.
\textsuperscript{59} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{60} SEC v. W. J. Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293, 298–99 (1946).
\textsuperscript{61} Zetzsche, supra note 38, pp 11-13.
The exact amount of launched STOs is unclear because most of the STOs until April 2019 have been private offerings with “accredited investors” only. In Advice on Initial Coin Offerings ESMA admits that crypto-assets raise specific challenges for regulators and market participants. According to ESMA there are more than 2000 crypto-assets and large number of existing crypto-assets could be one of the reasons creating challenges to regulators. With SEC decision from November 16, 2018 USA has established case law that tokens which consist of expected future profits are deemed as securities and therefore must be registered with SEC. In USA there is established process how company who intends to offer securities through offering (STO) is able to register them with SEC. Company has to either register as a national securities exchange firm or file “Form D” which is used to file a notice of an exempt offering of securities62. With “Form D” company is able to offer security tokens to “accredited investors” only. There are several regulations in EU which determine what is security and further research in chapter 2 will analyse them in detail.
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2. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

2.1. Importance of legal framework in public offerings

In 1988 Ronald Case wrote that in order for financial market to successfully exist, there must be intricate system of rules and regulations. Even if state’s role in capital market is residual or indirect, it remains an integral feature of the market, not an impediment to it. Approach which was widely developed in 1990-ties supports the idea that state can influence capital markets behaviour in many ways over through than a “command and control” approach regulation. This statement is very important with development of new technologies. There are Member States of EU who have chosen to treat transactions based on blockchain with additional caution and “flag” them in order to limit them (for example, Latvia, Czech Republic, Poland). While at the same time there are Member States who have chosen to support blockchain solutions, by creating appropriate legislation where they define such subjects like tokens, ICO, cryptoassets. Example in this situation is Malta which was one of the first Member States to create legislation towards ICOs and Guidelines on how income from investments in cryptocurrencies should be taxed.

The importance of law for business development should not be underestimated. OECD in Regulatory Policy Outlook 2018 states that “[w]hile good regulation is conductive to economic growth and well-being, inadequate regulation endangers both”. At the same time OECD emphasizes how complicated for law-makers it is to create new legislation with current pace of technological development and interconnectedness of economies. In order to adapt to technological development and new economic trends, public sector must be increasingly agile and recognize fields where new regulations must be implemented. In situations of public offerings, legal framework is important for all involved parties. From perspective of investors, it is important to create a clear mechanism how to protect them. From perspective of organizers of public offerings, it is important to have clear set of rules on how to properly organize the offering. Existence of legal framework towards investor protection is one of the reasons why
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companies choose to launch their IPOs in these jurisdictions\textsuperscript{69}. Condition of clear legal environment towards investor protection encourages companies to launch their IPOs in these jurisdictions due to the fact that it is easier to attract investors if there is legal protection for them. However, in ICOs and STOs legal framework is not so straightforward as it is for IPOs, therefore it is important to researching existing legislation to find a way how to protect investors and create a way for organizers how to raise funds through these types of offerings.

When discussing investor protection in STOs, it is crucial to analyse investor protection in ICOs because of their similar nature and the fact that several ICOs have already offered security tokens in public offerings. Investor protection in ICOs differs between primary and secondary markets. Primary market in ICOs refers to a direct token purchase from ICO issuers during Initial Coin Offering which is held on issuer’s blockchain platform\textsuperscript{70}. Every ICO before launch conducts marketing campaign during which potential investors are informed about details of ICO. In most cases, the document which contains certain specifics about ICO is “White Paper” where organizer of ICO voluntarily discloses information about the project. However, it is important to mention that there are no legal requirements on what kind of information should be disclosed in White Paper before launching ICO. Therefore, if compared with standards of securities offerings, information provided by ICOs is selective and relatively incomplete\textsuperscript{71}. Main problems with regards to incomplete information are related with information about team of organizers, information about corporate structure which is legally responsible for ICO and financial background of the ICO issuer\textsuperscript{72}. In September 2017 SEC intervened and stopped fraudulent ICO due to the misleading information provided in White Paper\textsuperscript{73}. According to SEC, issuers of ICO (Recoin Group Foundation LLC, DRC WORLD INC, a/k/a Diamond Reserve Club and owner Maksim Zaslavskiy) stated on White Paper that they have raised USD 2M – 4M from initial investors when in fact the amount was only USD 300,000; also, company stated that they have hired professional lawyers and consultants who will help to increase returns on investments to investors in ICO, when in fact they never made contact with mentioned lawyers and consultants\textsuperscript{74}. Besides that, company claimed to offer tokens which were backed by real estate and diamonds, which according to USA Securities Act
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would classify as an investment contracts (securities) and would have to be properly registered with SEC. In fact, there were no real estates nor diamonds which could support the tokens. The SEC obtained emergency court order from United States District Court Eastern District of New York and froze the assets of Mr. Zaslavskiy and his companies. In situation where authorities are able to intervene and freeze the assets of the company, approach made by SEC could be one of the solutions on how to protect investors in primary markets in ICO. However, as mentioned above, in many cases corporate body behind ICO is unclear and is often incorporated in offshore jurisdictions where legal framework with regards to investor protection is not developed as well as in USA or EU.

One of the reasons why initial investors of ICOs are not afraid of the brief information provided by ICO issuers is that they expect to use tokens purchased in ICO on secondary markets\(^\text{75}\). Due to the high price volatility, investors expect to receive untypically high returns on investments, if compared with classical capital markets. Very often there is applied principle of high risk – high reward. One of the risks for investors who plan to use tokens in secondary markets is risk of subsequent dilution in situations when ICO organizers decide to issue new tokens in the future to attract additional funding. As mentioned above, information provided in White Paper is solely up to organizers of ICO and often they choose not to include information that they will issue new tokens to attract additional funding\(^\text{76}\). New token issuing could diminish the value of existing tokens because demand for the tokens decreases if supply increases\(^\text{77}\). Since the issuing of new tokens is solely in promoters’ control, there is no real investor protection from diminishing value of tokens by issuing new ones. One way how purchasers are protecting themselves is by selling their tokens immediately after acquiring them – this method is often used by venture capital funds that have received tokens in return of their pre-ICO investments\(^\text{78}\). However, from perspective of legal framework, there is no real investor protection developed in cases of token devaluation. Another concern for investors with regards to ICOs is liquidity preference. In cases of bankruptcy or termination of the platform / product token holders do not have a liquidity preference\(^\text{79}\). After the debt holders and outside creditors were satisfied with the liquidation value, token holders usually have no recourse at all\(^\text{80}\).
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Secondary markets with regards to ICOs and cryptocurrencies are considered exchanges where token holders are able to trade with purchased tokens and exchange them against other tokens, state-backed currencies or cryptocurrency. It is believed that secondary markets are key to success of ICOs, because tokens which are traded are conferred as assets and purchasers are able to trade with them immediately after they acquire them. Secondary markets were created in 2011 as markets for trade with cryptocurrencies – such as bitcoin and ether, but with time developed also as exchanges for tokens which are issued in ICOs. Secondary markets use blockchain-enabled clearing and settlement, and therefore there is no need to rely on infrastructure developed by conventional financial markets. Trading markets are freely accessible by users and there is no need for intermediaries, such as investment brokers or dealers. There are many secondary markets for trading ICO tokens in different parts of the world. Secondary markets are completely self-regulatory, and it is up to the exchange what kind of technical solutions will it implement in order to protect customers data or improve usability of the exchange. However, it is important to outline that secondary markets in a way as they are functioning now are usable for trade with utility tokens which do not hold equity rights to the assets. With existing legislation, it is not possible to trade with security tokens on standard (unregulated) secondary markets, because trade with securities is regulated. As an example, from USA, can be used SEC penalties to Airfox and Paragon after which companies have removed their tokens from secondary markets and it is not possible to trade with them at the moment (April 2019). Since secondary markets are not regulated by central authorities, investor protection depends solely on exchange itself.

Huge decrease in launched ICOs can be explained by several factors. One of the factors is that it is related with global “crypto-bubble” tendency which illustrates that the highest raised amounts in ICOs were during the peak period in cryptocurrencies – December of 2017 and January of 2018. Another significant factor which is often mentioned is large amount of unrealized ICO projects, ICO fraud and huge decrease in token value. In situations when project is not realized, and value of token has decreased there are not many options what one can do with such tokens. One of the options would be to realize them on secondary markets,
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however, it is highly unlikely that market participants will be interested in such tokens. Hence, there is increase in demand for tokens which after unrealized projects will still have a value – security tokens. The idea behind is that in situations if project developers fail to develop the project, investors will have a certain asset which would still have a value on secondary markets. For example, in cases when token holds property rights to real estate; or rights to shares in the company who organizes the offering. As mentioned in chapter 1.2.2. there are various types of possible security tokens and several ways on how to technically make it possible to code the asset in the token. If theoretically all assets can be “coded” in to digital tokens, then practically it depends on existing legislation and integration with regulating authorities – for example, Enterprise Registries and Land Registries. The next chapter will analyse EU legislation towards ICO’s and STO’s in order to illustrate how it is possible to organize digital token offering in EU.

2.2. EU legislation in ICO / STO process

According to data from April 2019, EU is in the first place in category of launched ICOs until end of 2018 and with regards to amount of raised funds in 2018\(^88\). With regards to individual countries, leader in ICOs launched until April 25, 2019 is USA (524 ICO’s) and it is followed by Singapore (409) and United Kingdom (347)\(^89\). Among EU Member States, leader is United Kingdom and it is followed by Estonia (209 ICOs until April 25, 2019) and Germany (77)\(^90\). With regards of total funds raised the leaders are United Kingdom (USD 938M), Estonia (USD 610M) and Lithuania (258M)\(^91\). It is important to mention that data in total raised funds is subject to change in term of days, however, this statistic provides overview to outline how important it is to have a straight-forward legislation in EU towards ICOs and STOs as well as on which are the top jurisdictions among EU Member States for ICOs and STOs.

2.2.1. Markets in financial Instruments Directive

Firstly, it is important to determine what is security token according to EU legislation. In order to determine what is a security token according to EU legislation, it is necessary to analyse Directive 2014/65/EU on Markets in financial Instruments (MiFID II). The key element to determine what is the security in EU lies in definition of “transferable securities” and
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therefore, it is important to determine whether tokens can be classified as “transferable securities”. According to MiFID II Article 4 (1) (44):

‘transferable securities’ means those classes of securities which are negotiable on capital market, with the exception of instruments of payment, such as:

a) shares in companies and other securities equivalent to shares in companies, partnerships or other entities, and depositary receipts in respect of shares;

b) bonds or other forms of securitised debt, including depositary receipts in respect of securities;

c) any other securities giving the right to acquire or sell any such securities or giving rise to cash settlement determined by reference to transferable securities, currencies interest rates or yields, commodities or other indices of measure.  

It is important to outline that MiFID II does not provide definition on “securities”. For token to be negotiable on capital markets, it must be transferrable. As discussed in previous paragraphs, most tokens are transferable and ability to trade with tokens on secondary markets is one of the main reasons why investors choose to ignore lack of information in White Paper when it is compared with publicly accessible information during IPOs\textsuperscript{93}. Every token which is listed on any secondary market (exchange) is negotiable by default. In situations where tokens hold right to an asset and token holder is able to trade with token on secondary markets, according to MiFID II it would be considered as transferable security and therefore pursuant to securities regulations. From technical perspective, it is possible to create “locked tokens” which are non-transferable after sale on primary market and would not fall in to category of “transferable securities”\textsuperscript{94}. Such tokens would not qualify as securities because it would not be possible to transfer them. However, there are also ICOs where tokens are locked for some period of time and afterwards released\textsuperscript{95}. According to European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) these type of tokens should be determined on case by case basis.

In Statement published on 13 November 2017 ESMA warned ICO issuers that their [ICO] activities might constitute regulated activities\textsuperscript{96}. ESMA’s mission is to enhance investor protection and promote stable financial system in EU\textsuperscript{97}. ESMA outlines that in case if ICO activities should be regulated, firms have to comply with relevant legislation and failure to
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comply with the applicable rules would constitute a breach\textsuperscript{98}. Further ESMA lists several directives which are applicable in situations if company would trade with financial instruments (securities) – such as Prospectus Directive, MiFID II, Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive, Fourth Anti-Money Laundering Directive\textsuperscript{99}. Additionally to listed directives, ESMA outlines that national rules may apply. In January 2019, ESMA released “Advice on Initial Coin Offerings and Crypto-Assets” where it stated that “crypto-assets sector remains modest in size and ESMA does not believe that it currently raises financial stability issues”\textsuperscript{100}. ESMA also stated that:

The actual classification of a crypto-asset as a financial instrument is the responsibility of an individual NCA and will depend on the specific national implementation of EU law and the information and evidence provided to that NCA\textsuperscript{101}.

NCA stands for National Competent Authority of Member State. With such statement, ESMA leaves definition of utility / security tokens solely up to each Member State by creating complex legal environment for investors and ICO issuers. As it is confirmed in survey, which was conducted by ESMA in summer of 2018\textsuperscript{102}, Member State NCAs during implementation of MiFID II in their national laws, have defined the term “financial instrument” differently – some Member States use restrictive list of examples while others use broader interpretations\textsuperscript{103}. Survey results show that while one Member State will define certain token as a security, it is possible that another Member State will consider it to be utility token. Another statement which ESMA made in “Advice on Initial Coin Offerings” was that each situation where type of token is determined, should be looked as an individual case\textsuperscript{104}. Such system of determination is more complicated compared with USA, where SEC implemented “Howey test” with relatively simple approach – investment contracts where person invests his money in a company and is led to expect profits solely from efforts of the promoter are considered securities\textsuperscript{105}. While in EU ESMA emphasizes that such determination is up to individual Member States and every case should be evaluated separately. According to such determination, companies who would be interested in issuing security / investment tokens via ICO (STO) would have to follow national rules of EU Member State of their registration and of the place where it wishes to offer security tokens as well as to EU laws. In the following sub-chapters will be analysis of
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directives and regulations which would be applicable if issued tokens would have to be registered as securities.

2.2.2. Prospectus Directive

In cases if token qualifies as a transferable security, organizer of STO would have to create a publication of prospectus before the offer of securities to the public, unless certain exclusions apply. Prospectus Directive regulates what kind of information should be included in the document. From July 21, Prospectus Directive shall be repealed by Regulation 2017/1129 (New Prospectus Regulation)\(^\text{106}\). The main goal of prospectus is to enable investors to make an informed assessment of the assets, liabilities and the financial information of the issuer\(^\text{107}\). Prospectus Directive and New Prospectus Regulation both provide information on what information must be included in to prospectus. Issuers must include following information in prospectus: information about their financial standing; information about their assets and liabilities; information about their profits and losses; the rights attached to securities and the reason for the issuance and its impact on the issuer\(^\text{108}\). Information in a prospectus must be written and presented “… in an easily analysable, concise and comprehensible form…”\(^\text{109}\). According to Chapter IV of New Prospectus Regulation, prospectus can’t be published without approval from relevant competent authority of the Member State\(^\text{110}\). Once the competent authority of the Member State has confirmed the prospectus, it shall notify ESMA of the approval. After approval of prospectus, the offeror or the issuer must make prospectus available to the public at a reasonable time in advance of, and at the latest at the beginning of the offer to the public by publishing prospectus in electronical format on one of the following websites: issuers website; financial intermediary placing or selling securities; the website of the regulated market where trading will take place\(^\text{111}\). As discussed in chapter 1.2.1. there are no legal requirements on what type of information should be presented in White Papers before ICO. Since there are no legal requirements, White Papers differ from every ICO in terms of structure, information included, and information disclosed. For example, Telegram which has raised 1,7B USD in two rounds of private sale of tokens\(^\text{112}\) and is considered to be the largest ICO with
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regards to raised funds, had a White Paper which consisted of 23 pages and had no mention of company’s’ financial standing nor information on what is the corporate body standing behind ICO\textsuperscript{113}.

Prospectus Directive and New Prospectus Regulation both include certain exemptions with regards of scope. Article 1 (3.) stipulates that Regulation does not apply to offers of securities to the public where total raised amount during period of 12 months does not exceed EUR 1 000 000\textsuperscript{114}. Article 3 (2) stipulates that Member States are able to apply national law for public offers of securities if the total raised amount is between EUR 1 000 000 and EUR 8 000 000 during period of 12 months\textsuperscript{115}. Member States should still have a certain disclosure requirements implemented in their national law in cases of security offerings to public where total amount is below threshold. New Prospectus Regulations states that offers should be exempt from prospectus obligation if: the offer is addressed to qualified investors; the offer is addressed to non-qualified investors that commit to invest at least EUR 100 000; if the offer is addressed to fewer than 150 non-qualified investors per Member State\textsuperscript{116}.

The average amount raised in ICOs in 2018 was USD 11,52 M (EUR 10,3M)\textsuperscript{117}. In ICOs, where tokens qualify as “transferable securities”, all ICOs launched in territory of EU with raised amount above EUR 8 000 000 would have to publish prospectus. However, until April 2019 there are 0 prospectuses registered with ESMA with regards to crypto-assets, ICOs, blockchain\textsuperscript{118}. Such statistics could be explained with the argument that ICO issuers do not consider that tokens qualify as transferable securities pursuant to definition set out in MiFID II or with the fact that tokens during ICO are offered to qualified investors or to non-qualified investors in amount below 150 and with investments of at least EUR 100 000 per investor. However, it is important to mention that in industry which develops as fast as crypto-asset industry, it is possible that ESMA Prospectus search data base is not able to provide the latest information with regards to approved prospectuses from Member States. Therefore, it is important to research National Competent Authorities of Member States in order to obtain the “full picture” of STO activities in EU.

With regards to ICOs and STOs it is important to always consider the fact that all offerings are carried out online. Therefore, it is important to determine what national rules are
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applicable to such offering in situation when it is offered in various Member States at the same
time, but the amount of funds raised falls within the limit of exemption of New Prospectus
Regulation (or Prospectus Directive). According to New Prospectus Regulation and Prospectus
Directive, regulator of the Member State, where the offer is taking place, is competent for
approval of such public offering in situations where tokens are transferable securities. Aspect
which is often arising in ICOs is how to determine Member State where ICO is organized. The
place where public offering is organized (offered to the general public) determines which
Member State should evaluate it and determine whether tokens are considered as transferable
securities and whether Prospectus Directive is applicable. The determination should be up to
the competent authority of the Member State based on marketing activities in certain geographic
location - marketing activities on TV in Member State, on radio, on online portals, etc. It is
important to outline that several ICOs choose to restrict USA citizens participation in ICOs due
to the fact that SEC in order to protect US citizens could apply penalties to organizers of ICO
due to established regulations of security tokens in United States. Chapter 3 will analyse certain
ICOs / STOs and illustrate how they have issued tokens and what are the risks of investors in
these certain situations.

Applicable law with regards to prospectus liability in ICOs is determined by Rome II119. In
the absence of specific choice-of-law, the general rule in Article 4 (1) in Rome II applies –
law applicable to non-contractual obligations is of the country where the damage occurs120. Since
there have been 0 registered prospectuses in relation with ICO or STO, there is no case
law with regards to prospectus liability in ICOs / STOs from European Court of Justice (ECJ).
However, there is a case law with regards to prospectus liability in IPO and according to Lober
EU:C:2018:701 the applicable law is from the country where prospectus is notified, where
investor is domiciled and where payments are made121. Considering that there are several
connecting factors to be combined, ECJ outlines that place of dissemination of the information
prevails among them122.
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2.2.3. Market Abuse Regulation

The Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) establishes common regulatory framework in insider trading, unlawful disclosure of information and market manipulation (market abuse)\(^\text{123}\). MAR would be applicable to STOs if security tokens after their initial sale would be traded on regulated market. Provided that tokens issued within STO are traded on regulated markets, Article 17 provides legal framework on how to inform the public as soon as possible of inside information. The issuer has to ensure that inside information which might affect value of tokens is made public as soon as possible\(^\text{124}\). According to Article 17 (1.) issuer must keep all relevant inside information on its website at least for a period of 5 years. Also, company within scope of MAR would have to keep updated list of insiders – persons who have access to inside information and who are working under the contract of employment. The issuer must be able to provide competent authority with updated insider list upon request.

With regards to Market Abuse Regulation and ICO / STO in European Union, it is possible to state that ICOs / STOs would have to implement significant changes within their internal policies in order to be able to comply with MAR requirements. In “Advice on Initial Coin Offerings and crypto-assets” ESMA states that in cases where crypto-assets do not qualify as financial instruments, trading with them is outside of the scope of MAR\(^\text{125}\). According to information analysed in sub-chapter 2.2.1. it is National Competent Authority’s responsibility to determine whether certain tokens issued within ICO are “transferable securities”.

2.2.4. Anti-Money Laundering Directive

European Banking Authority (EBA) and ESMA both state that crypto-asset sector bears no threat to financial stability issues, because of its modest size\(^\text{126}\). While both institutions do not see crypto-asset sector as a threat to financial stability, they both outline the importance of bringing several actors within crypto-asset field within scope of Anti-Money Laundering Directive (AMLD). The Fifth Anti-Money Laundering Directive (AMLD5) which is required to be implemented into national law by January 2020, amends existing AMLD in several aspects and one of them is inclusion of regulations towards activities related with virtual currency. AMLD5 defines providers engaged in exchange services between virtual currencies
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and fiat currencies and custodian wallet service providers as a subjects of AMLD5\textsuperscript{127}. According to AMLD5, “… competent authorities should be able, through obliged entities, to monitor the use of virtual currencies” \textsuperscript{128}. The main authority who will control information flowing through virtual currency exchanges will be Financial Intelligence Unit of the Member State. Such provision indirectly impacts ICO / STO process in EU, because it imposes additional regulations on secondary markets where investors usually trade with tokens against other tokens, virtual currency or state-backed (fiat) currency.

There are Member States in EU who have already implemented additional regulatory provisions on virtual currency exchanges and electronic wallet service providers. The first EU Member State who implemented such provisions in national Money Laundering and Terrorist Prevention Act was Estonia in October 2017\textsuperscript{129}. In order to provide virtual currency exchange or virtual currency e-wallet services, company must apply for appropriate license from Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU). Since January of 2018 when companies were able to apply for the licenses, FIU has issued in total 1502 licenses where 800 are issued for services of exchanging a virtual currency against fiat currency and 702 have been issued to virtual currency wallet service providers\textsuperscript{130}. Existence of such licensing provisions could be one of the reasons why Estonia with 209 ICOs until May 2019 ranks 2\textsuperscript{nd} among EU Member States in number of ICOs launched\textsuperscript{131}.

AMLD5 defines “virtual currencies” as a “… representation of value that is not issued or guaranteed by a central bank or a public authority … and does not possess a legal status of currency or money…”\textsuperscript{132}. AMLD5 does not define “token”, “ICO / STO” nor “digital assets”. In conclusion of 2\textsuperscript{nd} chapter it is possible to state that legislation towards ICO / STO organization in EU lacks legal predictability because it relies on individual evaluation on case-by-case basis of National Competent Authorities.
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3. CASE STUDY

3.1. United Kingdom

According to ICO statistics, United Kingdom is the leader in EU in terms of organized ICOs with 384 public offerings until May, 2019\(^{133}\). This chapter will analyse national law in UK with regards of ICOs and STOs and supplement analysis of legislation with real-life examples of launched ICOs. While UK is a Member State of European Union, EU law with regards to prospectus, market abuse, anti-money laundering, etc. is applicable in UK. National Competent Authority who is responsible for matters related with ICOs / STOs in UK is Financial Conduct Authority (FCA UK)\(^ {134}\). UK legislation towards STOs will be viewed in following categories: definition of ICO; threshold for prospectus publishing in public offerings; crowdfunding law.

In November of 2017 FCA UK released official statement on UK’s official position towards ICOs. In statement, FCA UK defines ICOs as a digital way of raising funds from the public using virtual currency\(^ {135}\). In the statement FCA UK outlines that ICO projects often are in a very early stage of development and investors should treat them with caution due to the high volatility of crypto-assets\(^ {136}\). FCA UK states that evaluation of investment tokens within certain ICOs depends on a case-by-case basis. In Feedback Statement on Distributed Ledger Technology released on December 2017, FCA UK states that certain tokens could be defined as financial instruments and therefore they would have to be registered with regulatory authorities, otherwise according to Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA), it is a criminal offence punishable by up to two years in prison, or fine, or both\(^ {137}\).

FCA UK outlines that tokens which constitute “transferable securities” as defined in MiFID2 may fall within the prospectus regime\(^ {138}\). According to Prospectus Directive and New Prospectus Regulation, certain exemptions apply and NCAs of Member States are able to specify threshold up to EUR 8M for public offerings without prospectus requirement. Threshold
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below which a prospectus is not required in UK is EUR 8M. Additionally, prospectus is not required in following situations: if the offer is made to “qualified investors” only; the offer is made to fewer than 150 persons, other than qualified investors, per EEA State; the minimum amount invested is EUR 100 000 per person; transferable securities being offered are denominated in amount of at least EUR 100 000. According to FSMA “qualified investor” is defined in Annex II of MiFID 2: “Entities which are required to be authorised or regulated to operate in the financial markets”. Several examples of professional investors are credit institutions, investment firms, insurance companies, pension funds, collective investment schemes, commodity derivatives dealers.

STO organization on basis of crowdfunding regulation is one of the options on how to offer tokenized assets to the public. Crowdfunding in UK is governed by FCA UK and financial regulator divides 4 types of crowdfunding: 1) loan-based crowdfunding; 2) investment-based crowdfunding; 3) donation-based crowdfunding; 4) pre-payment or rewards-based crowdfunding. Crowdfunding activities are regulated with FSMA. With regards to STOs, loan-based crowdfunding (also known as peer-to-peer crowdfunding) and investment-based crowdfunding is relevant and therefore will be analysed in this chapter. Loan-based crowdfunding (further – P2P) is a system where consumers lend money in return for interest payments and / or repayment of capital over time. According to FCA UK, P2P investors are lenders who have created bilateral loan agreements – each investor has an individual contract in order to grant money to each borrower. Investment-based crowdfunding is where consumers invest directly or indirectly in company by buying shares or debentures. Crowdfunding platforms are operating as intermediaries between lenders and borrowers in order to provide services to both parties. There are several crowdfunding platforms based in UK and among the most popular platforms are crowdcube.com and seedrs.com. It is important to outline that crowdfunding platforms and companies who are raising funds through crowdfunding platforms are still applicable to EU legal rules with regards to offers to the public.
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and in the moment when funds raised within crowdfunding platform would reach the threshold for prospectus, company (borrower) would be pursuant to publish prospectus to the public according to Prospectus Directive. In UK threshold for publishing prospectus is EUR 8M. FCA UK states that companies who are raising funds through crowdfunding platforms are in early stage of development and investors should evaluate investments with additional caution. As FCA UK outlines, investors who participate in crowdfunding, don’t have access to the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and in case if project will fail, they will lose all their investments\(^{146}\).

In 2016, FCA UK developed Regulatory sandbox which is designed to allow businesses to test innovative proposition in the market\(^{147}\). Regulatory sandbox permits close cooperation between innovators and regulators in order to test their newly developed product, create framework for consumer protection in new areas and reduce regulatory uncertainty by enabling access to the finance\(^{148}\). Criteria to be accepted in Regulatory sandbox by FCA are: 1) carrying out or supporting financial services in UK; 2) genuinely innovative; 3) identifiable consumer benefit; 4) need for sandbox testing; 5) ready to test\(^{149}\). By reviewing list of businesses accepted in to Regulatory sandbox since June 2016, it is possible to see that from total of 118 businesses 44 are developing products based on DLT\(^{150}\). Such statistics illustrate that nearly 37% of companies accepted in to Regulatory sandbox are working in close cooperation with FCA UK in order to develop consumer-safe and tested products which are based on blockchain technology. Some of the projects include storage of companies’ shares on the blockchain in order to manage shareholders registries (Otonomos); DLT-based cross-border money remittance system to tackle money laundering and terrorism financing (Chynge); development of platform that facilitates the issuance and manages the lifecycle of regulated bonds by use of DLT (Fineqia); and even a project which is developed by London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG) – DLT integration within LSEG to test market infrastructure for issuance, admission and trading of equity securities, evidencing the change of beneficial ownership\(^{151}\). Several companies which are accepted in to Regulatory sandbox by FCA UK are there in order to
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develop their product towards launch of STO. As a case study, company TokenMarket Ltd. will be analysed.

TokenMarket Ltd. was accepted in to FCA UK Regulatory sandbox in July 2018 with a goal to develop “[f]unding platform that uses DLT to facilitate the issuance of shares in private companies more efficiently”\(^\text{152}\). TokenMarket Ltd. is a strategic and technology advisory firm with offices in London, Dubai, Gibraltar and Helsinki. According to company’s size it should not be considered as a startup or in the early stage of the development. Company which is legally responsible for STO is registered in Gibraltar with registration number 115460\(^\text{153}\). In February 2019 TokenMarket Ltd. announced that they will organize an STO in order to raise GBP 10M by attracting funds from accredited and self-certified investors\(^\text{154}\). The launch of the STO will happen with overview from FCA in order to make sure that compliance procedure towards investors is carried out according to the regulatory framework. According to information provided in TokenMarket Ltd. official offering website, everyday investors (self-certified investors) will be able to participate in offering under UK Crowdfunding rules\(^\text{155}\). In Terms of Service Agreement between private self-certified investors and TokenMarket, company outlines the possible risks of investment as well as it sets out strict Arbitration clause towards disputes arising from Service Agreement\(^\text{156}\). Arbitration clause sets out following rules: place of arbitration will be Gibraltar; by agreeing to arbitration clause, investor declines his rights to sue in the Court; there will be one arbitrator and arbitration will remain confidential; applicable law will be law of Gibraltar and English common law\(^\text{157}\). Since the sale of tokens for self-certified investors hasn’t started yet, it is not possible to deduct the full scope of available information. However, in 1\(^\text{st}\) May 2019 there is no available information with regards to company’s financial standing in terms of profit and loss statement, equity, shareholder registry, etc. The goal for raised amount from self-certified investors via Crowdfunding platform is GBP 2M while the rest 8M will be raised through private offerings from accredited investors with minimum investment of GBP 100 000\(^\text{158}\). One of the main reasons for such division is to avoid prospectus publishing, which requires much higher level of information disclosure than
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crowdfunding campaign. In May 2019 there have been no other STOs with offers to everyday investors in United Kingdom, however, the number of UK companies who have publicly stated that they will launch an STO during 2019 are well above 10 and some of them have been accepted in FCA Regulatory sandbox.

In conclusion of this chapter, it is possible to state that regulating authority of UK (FCA) has listed investments based on crypto-assets as highly volatile and therefore dangerous where investors may fall outside of scope of FCA’s legal protection. At the same time FCA has developed support mechanism in form of Regulatory sandbox which helps to facilitate business based on DLT, including businesses who have expressly stated that their goal is to convert shares of the company to tokens and offer them to the public – organize an STO. Under existing legislation, it is possible to create an STO based on Crowdfunding rules with pre-condition that such activity is registered with FCA UK. In future it is necessary to maintain close look on development of secondary market with regards to crypto-assets in UK. Also, in context of Brexit, it is necessary to follow development of current STO projects after UK leaves EU, provided that it will happen in foreseeable future.

3.2. Estonia

With 209 organized ICOs until May 2019, Estonia ranks second in EU in category of launched ICOs. UK is a leader in launched ICOs (384) due to several factors – one and possibly the most important of the factors is that UK and London in particular have historically developed reputation as a financial centre in Europe. Another reasons why people choose to organize ICOs in UK could be the fact that UK is a common law country with legal rules clearly available in English. However, with Estonia it is a different situation. Estonia, with population of 1.3M, has not established a reputation of financial centre and official language is Estonian. Therefore, it is important to research legislation of Estonia in order to find a reason why it attracts companies who wish to organize ICOs.

National Competent Authority with regards to supervision of capital market in Estonia is Finansinspektsioon (Estonian Financial Supervisory Authority - EFSA). The main supervisory activities for EFSA are divided between supervision of markets and services, and capital supervision. According to ESMA, NCAs of each Member State should determine on case-by-case basis which tokens qualify as a security tokens (financial instruments) and should be subject to regulations set out in MiFID II for “transferable securities”. In statement about
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legal status of ICOs, EFSA outlines that when assessing whether or not securities laws apply, substance should be considered over form. With such statement EFSA suggests that each case should be assessed on individual, isolated basis where is necessary to evaluate the rights which specific token grants to the holder. EFSA states that if token will permit certain rights in the issuer’s company or its value will be tied with the success of the issuer, it will likely be considered as securities pursuant to Article 2 of Securities Market Act of Estonia (SMA). Article 2 of SMA defines securities as:

Proprietary right or obligation or contract transferred on the basis of at least unilateral expression of will is a security, even without a document being issued.

Further SMA lists examples of securities: shares, bonds or other convertible securities, debt obligations, an investment fund unit or share, money market instrument, a derivative security, a tradable depositary receipt. According to SMA, in order to qualify as a security, token must be tradable. Without exceptions set out in subsection (2) of Article 12 of SMA, offer of securities is public. These exceptions are: 1) an offer is addressed solely to qualified investors; 2) an offer is addressed to fewer than 150 persons other than qualified investors per Contracting State; 3) an offer of securities is addressed to investors who invest at least EUR 100 000; 4) nominal value is at least EUR 100 000 per security; 5) total consideration of less than EUR 2,5M per all Contracting States in total calculated in a one-year period. One of the most significant differences from rules set out in MiFID II is that offer of total consideration of less than EUR 2,5M is not considered a public offer and therefore it is not pursuant to requirements applicable for public offer – for example, does not have to draft prospectus.

National threshold below which the obligation to publish a prospectus does not apply in Estonia is EUR 5M. For public offers between EUR 2,5M and EUR 5M the issuer must publish a simplified prospectus in accordance with rules established by Minister of Finance. According to the rules established by Minister of Finance, with regards to information which is relevant to STO issuers, simplified prospectus must include following information: 1) information on responsible persons: names, contact details, positions in the company; 2) information about the auditors who audited the company; 3) names and addresses of persons who are providing legal aid to the issuer; 4) specific information about shares issued in public
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offering – most importantly all rights arising from the shares; 5) the amount of income tax withheld in the country of registration of the issuer and in the country of residence of the issuer when the dividend is paid out; 6) information whether issuer retains income tax on dividend169.

When analysed White Papers of current ICOs launched under Estonian legislation, none of the companies have provided so significant amount of information as is required in “simplified prospectus” rules. According to publicly available information on registered and approved prospectuses in Estonia, it is possible to see that until May 2, 2019 there are 0 registered prospectuses with regards to issue of tokenized securities170. Such statistics leads to conclusion that none of 384 ICOs consider their issued tokens as a securities or they have followed the exemption rules set out in SMA.

Article 149 (4) of Commercial Code of Estonia stipulates that to transfer the shares of the company, notarial authorization is required, and notary is responsible to inform commercial register about the changes in shareholder registry171. Provision 149 (4) is not applicable if shares are entered in to Estonian register of securities172. Since one of the ways on how to organize an STO is to digitalize shares of the company and issue them as tokens to investors, it is important to outline that every share transfer, outside of register of securities, would have to be notarized. Another option on how to launch STO is to digitalize future profit agreements or loan agreements. However, it is important to register such tokens as securities in regulated registry (Nasdaq Baltic) because without proper registration during sale of these type of tokens, it would be complicated to list such securities on regulated secondary markets (exchanges) due to the lack of International Securities Identification Number (ISIN). In order to successfully organize STO in Estonia, it would be necessary to establish an investment firm or create a cooperation with firm which holds such license in order to create securities account for the issuer’s company and for every investor during the period of the STO. According to Article 85 of SMA, investment firm would have to register securities on behalf of the investors who have opened securities account with investment firm173.

With amendments in Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Act (MLTFPA) in October 2017, Estonia prohibits to provide cryptocurrency exchange and virtual currency e-wallet services without appropriate licenses issued by Financial Intelligence Unit of
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Estonia (FIU)\textsuperscript{174}. FIU is independent structural unit of Estonian Police and Border Guard Board who is supervising authority for obliged persons who must comply with MLTFPA\textsuperscript{175}. Since FIU is responsible for supervision of obliged persons with regards to MLTFPA and EFSA is national competent authority with regards to supervision of markets and services, and capital supervision, it is necessary to outline that both institutions are independent governmental bodies with separate set of functions. Provisions in MLTFPA with regards to licenses to providers of cryptocurrency exchange platforms and virtual currency e-wallet services created large demand for such licenses and since January 2017 FIU has issued in total of 1502 licenses\textsuperscript{176}. In order to receive the licenses, company must submit application to FIU which is supplemented with detailed CV of all officials of the company; certificate of absence of criminal record; detailed business plan; AML / KYC rules, including with technical specification on how customers data shall be processed; internal policy documents\textsuperscript{177}. If company does not operate in the area of activity subject to the authorisation, FIU holds the right to renounce the license.

Since January 2014 Estonia is developing e-Residency program which provides government-issued digital identity to people who are not residents of Estonia\textsuperscript{178}. e-Residency grants foreigners Estonian national ID number which places them in to National Peoples Registry in Estonia by giving them access to e-governance and e-signature services. The system is designed for entrepreneurs who wish to incorporate a company in Estonia (and in EU) and control it remotely from abroad. Since launch of e-Residency program in 2014, 54,638 people from 169\textsuperscript{179} countries have applied for e-Residency and established 6882 companies in Estonia\textsuperscript{180}. From January 2018, Commercial Code of Estonia has provision (subsection 2 of Article 631) which states that if management board of the company is located in a foreign state, then company must designate a local contact person who’s registered address shall be deemed as the registered address of the company\textsuperscript{181}. Such provision grants legal rights to management board of the company to control the business solely from abroad.

In conclusion of the chapter it is possible to state that existence of licensing regime for cryptocurrency exchanges and virtual currency e-wallet service providers along with e-
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Residency regime and local contact person provision in Commercial Code, is the main reason why Estonia ranks in the second place in launched ICOs in EU. Cryptocurrency exchange or virtual currency service provider license does not have a direct relation with launch of ICO per se, however, in the field, which is as volatile as cryptocurrency field, holding a license which is issued by EU Member State gives additional credibility to the company. However, situation with STOs is different because the fact that company holds either cryptocurrency exchange license or virtual currency e-wallet service provider license does not release it from regulations pursuant to offering securities. Therefore, it is important to follow how legislation in Estonia will develop, because of the high number of organized ICOs, Estonia has put itself on the map of blockchain technologies.

3.3. Germany

With 77 launched ICOs until May 3, 2019 Germany ranks 3rd in EU in category of launched ICOs182. National Competent Authority with regards to financial market supervisory in Germany is Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin)183. The first statement made by BaFin towards ICOs was in 15 November 2017184. In report BaFin warns consumers about high risk of ICOs and outlines the fact that Stock Corporation Act is not applicable to tokens issued in ICOs and therefore tokens do not grant any legal protection or guaranties to investors. BaFin states:

Based on the specific formulation of the contract for each ICO, BaFin decides on case-by case basis whether the offeror is required to obtain authorisation pursuant to the German Banking Act, Investment Code, Payment Services Supervision Act or Insurance Supervision Act and whether they must fulfil prospectus requirements185.

Germany is the first country in European Union where NCA has approved prospectus with regards to Security Token Offering186 and the first STO was launched in March 11, 2019 and will last until July 8, 2019187. The goal is to raise EUR 100,000,000 (hundred million EUR). During the first month of the STO, company has raised EUR 2M188. This chapter will focus on Bitbond Finance GmbH (further – Bitbond) case study from perspective of legal analysis in
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order to illustrate what legal rules must be followed in order to organize legally compliant STO in Germany.

National threshold for publishing prospectus in Germany is EUR 5M for offers made by credit institutions and by issuers whose shares are admitted to trading on regulated market. Threshold for publishing prospectus is EUR 8M if securities are only provided in conjunction with investment advice and only if issuer is able to verify that securities that can be acquired by non-qualified investor do not exceed EUR 1,000 or amount is up to EUR 100,000 depending on monthly net income of the non-qualified investor. Issued amount of securities in Bitbond STO was EUR 100M, therefore prospectus had to be published and prospectus had to drafted according to Prospectus Directive instead of national rules of Germany. Bitbond GmbH which is a 100% shareholder in Bitbond Finance GmbH is a company which operates in the field of business financing – company manages business lending platform for small business loans. Bitbond GmbH was registered in 2013 under name of CreditSix Management GmbH and since then company has issued loans in amount of EUR 13,8M. Approximate costs which shall arise during the process of an STO is estimated in amount of EUR 5,6M divided in following positions: 1) legal advice – EUR 120,000; 2) marketing and sale – EUR 400,000; 3) audits and acquisition costs – EUR 1,785; 4) software development – EUR 80,000; 5) maximum rewards for affiliate partners – EUR 5M. Offered security is qualified as subordinated token-based bonds in Germany with total nominal amount of EUR 100,000M (hundred million euro) with minimum subscription amount of EUR 1,00. Prospectus specifically outlines that investors subject to US and Canadian tax laws are not able to participate in the offering, because securities won’t be registered under US Securities Act of 1933. It is necessary to mention that in order to participate in the offering, users have to register and conduct Know Your Customer (KYC) form within issuers platform, where it is not possible to register if the user is from US or Canada. Terms of service expressly states that people from countries where trade with tokens is not permitted or from countries which are listed on the Financial Action Task Force’s (FATF) high-risk jurisdictions are excluded from participation in STO. During process of the registration, it is necessary to fill KYC form where future investors have to upload their personal identification document, list their address of residence (for tax residency purposes) and choose the most suitable way of transferring the funds – in cryptocurrencies or in EUR.
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Once the registration is complete, investors receive confirmation e-mail with all official documents with regards to the public offering – prospectus, service agreement, Bitbond consumers information and Bitbond Finance data policy. In “Terms & Conditions” as law applicable to the form and content of the Bonds and all rights and obligations of the Issuer and Creditors is stated law of Federal Republic of the Germany, excluding the application of the UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods and conflict of laws provision\textsuperscript{195}. Person is not able to participate in the offering without providing consent to the Terms and Conditions. Consumer information document states that the registered office of the Issuer shall be the place of jurisdiction for legal disputes arising in relation with Bonds with The Local Court of Berlin having “non-exclusive” jurisdiction. It is important to outline the fact that in all official documents the Issuer is using term “bond” instead of token. Such approach is explained with the fact that according to New Prospectus Regulation Article 6 (2) information should be presented in an “easily analysable and comprehensible form”\textsuperscript{196}. Term token could create a confusion due to the fact that there are several possibilities on what type of securities can be coded in to the token.

Since Bitbond STO is an offering which occurs purely online, on issuers platform, it is necessary to analyse how investors from other EU countries are able to participate and how they receive information about the offering. According to Article 24 (1) of New Prospectus Regulation, the prospectus approved by the home Member State shall be valid to the public offer or admission to trading in any number of host Member States, provided that ESMA and competent authority of each host Member State is notified according to provisions set out in Article 25\textsuperscript{197}. Article 25 stipulates that competent authority of home Member State, after request from the issuer, shall notify competent authority of each host Member State with a certificate of approval attesting that prospectus has been drawn up in accordance with the Regulation and with an electronic copy of the prospectus\textsuperscript{198}. According to publicly available information obtained from competent authority of Latvia (FCMC), Bitbond hasn’t registered public offering in Latvia\textsuperscript{199}. However, investors from Latvia are able to receive all marketing information related with the public offering, because it is freely available online. Pursuant to Article 22 (6) of the New Prospectus Regulation, national competent authorities shall have the power to exercise control over the compliance of advertising activity, relating to an offer of securities to
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the public. Information about Bitbond STO can be accessed by investors from Latvia in several ways: 1) directly visiting www.bitbondsto.com in order to access the investment platform; 2) advertisement materials published by Bitbond affiliate partners; 3) through search engine consoles, by specifically searching for STO opportunities in EU. Even though, information is freely available, Bitbond hasn’t carried out advertising campaigns in territory of Latvia and therefore it is not pursuant to register the prospectus with FCMC. Information with regards to prospectus and terms of service are sent to each investor by e-mail once investor has already agreed to applicable law and jurisdiction. However, at the moment when company would start to advertise their offering on Latvian TV, radio, online media, then FCMC would have to inspect the available information and request Bitbond to register the public offering in territory of Latvia.

In conclusion of sub-chapter where was analysed German law with regards to STO, it is possible to conduct several important findings. The finding with the most significance is that Bitbond was able to register prospectus and launch STO in the scope of existing legislation. In sub-chapter 2.2.1. where was analysis of MiFID 2, it was concluded that current legal framework in USA is more predictable form perspective of the issuer, because in every case Howey test is used, while in EU competent authorities of each Member State has to evaluate projects on case-by-case basis. Bitbond case study illustrates that with existing legal framework in EU it is possible to launch an STO. The success of STO should be evaluated after period of 12 months when company has to submit their first official publication on financial results. During the evaluation, it will be important to evaluate use and availability of Bitbond tokens on secondary markets, since this is one of the main reasons why investors participate in ICOs / STOs. Another important conclusion from Bitbond case study is that as long as issuer does not conduct direct marketing campaigns in other Member States, then it is not necessary to register prospectus with NCA of each Member State in order to permit investor participation from that country. Such conclusion is significant from perspective of STO due to its online nature. It is highly unlikely that in future it will be possible to see advertisements about STOs on TV, radio or printed media. In situations where issuer would have to register prospectus in other Member States than home Member State, due to New Prospectus Regulation, the process of registration is simplified and issuer is able to use the same, already approved prospectus, providing that it is translated after the request of host Member State.
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3.4. Malta

With 68 launched ICOs until May 3, 2019 Malta ranks in Top 5 in EU\textsuperscript{201}. Due to recently published legislation which regulates DLT and ICOs / STOs, Malta has developed reputation as a crypto-hub of EU\textsuperscript{202}. National competent authority is Malta Financial Services Authority (MFSA) which regulates banking, financial institutions, insurance companies, investment companies, securities markets, recognized investment exchanges, company service providers and pension schemes\textsuperscript{203}. In April 25, 2019 MFSA issued “Guidance note to the public regarding cryptocurrency scams” where regulator warns investors on how to detect and avoid cryptocurrency scams. In the Guidance note to the public, MFSA states that until April 25, 2019 there were no white papers registered with MFSA and no entities licensed by the Authority under the Virtual Financial Assets Act (VFAA) which regulates the offering of financial assets to the public and services related with virtual financial assets\textsuperscript{204}. In statement made by MFSA, Malta has a goal to present the country as the “Blockchain island” and to become the first jurisdiction to regulate the crypto-asset sphere\textsuperscript{205}. Statement of that kind is not common among regulating authorities of EU Member States; therefore, it is important to analyse Malta’s Virtual Financial Assets Act and research country’s approach towards issuance of security tokens.

VFAA is in force since 1\textsuperscript{st} November 2018 and is considered to be the first legal rule among EU Member States which specifically regulates issuance of digital tokens\textsuperscript{206}. VFAA has defined “DLT asset” as “a) virtual token; b) virtual financial asset; c) electronic money; d) a financial instrument\textsuperscript{207}”. According VFAA “virtual financial asset (VFA)” means:

\ldots any form of digital medium recordation that is used as a digital medium of exchange, unit of account, or store of value and that is not – a) electronic money; b) a financial instrument; c) a virtual token\textsuperscript{208}.

In definition of “virtual token” VFAA excludes its possibility to be a security by stating that virtual token is a form of digital medium recordation whose utility, value or application is restricted solely to the acquisition of goods or services on issuer’s DLT platform or other related, but limited, DLT platforms. According to VFAA, Article 3 (1) it is not allowed to offer
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a virtual financial asset to the public in Malta or from Malta unless issuer has White Paper which is prepared according to VFAA and White Paper is registered with MFSA. According to VFAA definition of “virtual financial asset”, such registration of White Paper is applied only in situations where pure utility tokens are issued which are not 1) electronic money; 2) financial instrument; 3) virtual token. According to such definition, ICOs which are issuing utility tokens, and which are available on secondary markets after the offer, should register their White Paper according to provisions set out in VFAA. Virtual Financial Asset (VFA) Service license shall be declined if the competent authority (MFSA) will determine that DLT asset qualifies as a financial instrument (Article 13 of VFAA) and if company who holds the license will trade with tokens which qualify as financial instruments, then MFSA shall hold the rights to annul the license and remove tokens from virtual exchange which is operating in Malta (Article 46 (5)). Article 50 of VFAA stipulates that every company which have a VFA license is obliged to appoint an auditor who shall report directly to MFSA on how license holders follows the VFAA.

In order to determine whether issued DLT asset is defined as a financial instrument according to MiFID II and should be registered accordingly, MFSA has developed Financial Instrument Test (FIT). FIT must be filled by every company who wishes to apply for VFA license, and it is publicly available on website of MFSA. FIT must be sent to MFSA where it shall further be determined whether DLT assets qualify as financial instruments, electronic money, virtual financial asset or virtual token. If DLT assets qualify as financial instruments pursuant to definition in MiFID 2 or as security tokens, then public offering rules apply. FIT is Excel document which consists of 11 spreadsheets where issuer has to provide various details with regards to intended business activities. Few examples are: 1) Does issuer intend to list DLT Asset to trading on an exchange; 2) can DLT Assets be used outside of the issuer’s platform; 3) can DLT Asset be converted; 4) Is there credit risk transfer in DLT Asset; 5) does DLT Asset give rise to an economic exposure. FIT is a tool in order to double-check whether issuers planned ICO does not breach the legal rules and what type of DLT assets issuer is planning to offer. For determination purposes of transferable securities and payment instruments, FIT is using definitions set out in MiFID. The test illustrates that Malta is using the approach set by ESMA and used by other Member States (Estonia, UK, Germany) – substance over form – every case must be individually determined. Even though VFAA is the
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first legal rule in EU with regards to regulation of ICOs, the fact that in 6 months since its existence there have been 0 White Papers sent to MFSA illustrates that ICO issuers often choose to launch their projects in non-regulated market places. Since VFAA applies to ICOs only, further in this chapter will follow analysis of Maltese legislation towards public offerings and more specifically – towards STO.

Threshold below which prospectus is not required, in Malta is EUR 5M\textsuperscript{213}. If offer is below EUR 5M, then issuer may seek an admission to trading Prospects MTF, operated by the Malta Stock Exchange (MSE)\textsuperscript{214}. Prospects MTF is a multilateral trading facility which is created for small and medium-sized companies to raise capital\textsuperscript{215}. Prospects MTF Rules determine the process on how to prepare documents in order to list their securities with MSE and what information should be included in them. One of the criteria which companies must prove is their financial soundness, which must be proved by submitting audited annual financial statements and interim financial statements of the applicant’s company as well as of the Group companies, if applicant is part of the Group\textsuperscript{216}. Company who wishes to list shares on MSE must employ licensed corporate advisor who will serve as the primary contact person with MSE during process of application\textsuperscript{217}. In order to be admitted on Prospects MTF, company must submit “Admissions document” which is considered “simplified prospectus”. After conducting research of 5 admission documents, it was concluded that average size of such document is 194 pages where the largest document with 322 pages was for company “Fes Finance PLC”\textsuperscript{218}. In period from January 2017 until May 2019 there are no admission documents or Prospects MTF notices with regards to companies carrying out business related with blockchain or cryptoasset activities. When compared offering prospectus of Bitbond which is approved by BaFin and goal is to raise EUR 100 million with admission documents of companies in Malta who wish to raise funds up to EUR 5M, it is possible to conclude that admission documents for Prospects MTF are more sophisticated and contains more specific information than prospectus for BaFin.

In conclusion of sub-chapter where legislation of Malta was analysed, it is possible to state that Malta is one of the first Member States in EU which has created several laws which define and regulate cryptoassets. At the moment there are no public STOs organized under legislation of Malta. VFAA is the first law in EU Member States regulating ICO organization,
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however, there are no licensed ICOs registered in Malta. Such situation might be explained by the fact that ICOs usually don’t provide so sophisticated information as required by VFAA; as well as with the fact that in online environment it is possible to organize ICO in other EU Member States where are lower requirements and still be able to offer it to investors from Malta – in such situations regulator has problems to enforce certain penalties due to the fact that companies who are organizing ICOs are out of the scope of their jurisdiction. MFSA is able to issue a warning to investors where it warns against dangerous investments in ICOs and informs investors that their investments are out of scope of protection of MFSA, however, they are not able to prohibit participation in ICOs arising outside from Malta. National threshold for prospectus is EUR 5M, however, “simplified prospectus” which must be submitted with MSE in the form of admission document, is more sophisticated than prospectus according to Prospectus Directive. Strict regulatory measures could be the main reason why no public STOs are launched in Malta, because organizers of STO might choose other Member States where national rules towards accepting prospectus are not as strict as in Malta. However, it is important to outline that Malta is positioning the country as a “blockchain island” and therefore, further follow-up is necessary in order to see how local authorities will attract companies who will organize STOs in Malta. One of the ways on how to attract blockchain related businesses could be development of different national rules towards “simplified prospectus” as well as development of more advanced crowdfunding regulation. Crowdfunding regulation in Malta was not researched in this sub-chapter due to the reason that maximum raised limit in investment-based crowdfunding in Malta is EUR 1M at the moment\textsuperscript{219}.

### 3.5. Lithuania

Until May 5, 2019 there have been 30 organized ICOs in Lithuania\textsuperscript{220}. The number of organized ICOs is not high and there are several countries who are ahead of Lithuania in this category – Spain (34), France (56), Netherlands (64)\textsuperscript{221}. However, Lithuania, similarly like Malta, with several statements made by national authorities has positioned itself to be country which welcomes business which is based on DLT. National competent authority in Lithuania who is responsible for regulating securities market is \textit{Lietuvos Bankas} (Bank of Lithuania)\textsuperscript{222}.
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Threshold below which prospectus is not required in Lithuania is EUR 5M and for public offers in range of EUR 100,000 and EUR 5M, the issuer must publish an “information document”\textsuperscript{223}. On 21\textsuperscript{st} January 2019 Bank of Lithuania issued Guidelines on “Position of the Bank of Lithuania on Virtual Assets and Initial Coin Offering”. Article 1. in Paragraph II outlines that in situations when issued tokens contain characteristics of securities and may be transferred to other persons and traded on secondary market or at regulated exchanges, the offering is subject to the provisions of the Republic of Lithuania Law on Securities\textsuperscript{224}. Following article outlines that in situations where tokens have characteristics of crowdfunding, then ICO is a subject to requirements set out in Law on Crowdfunding\textsuperscript{225}. As a crowdfunding characteristics, Bank of Lithuania states projects which are created with goal to reach certain goal for which owner of the project needs additional funding and in exchange of the funding owner of the project borrows funds from public by granting investors certain rights in the company which qualifies as transferable securities\textsuperscript{226}. Law on Crowdfunding has been used by company “\textit{UAB Desico}” (further in text – Desico) in order to organize the first public STO in EU in November 2018. Therefore, further in this sub-chapter will follow analysis on how Law on Crowdfunding was used in Desico case. Before analysis of Desico, it is important to illustrate the main difference with German company Bitbond Finance GmbH. Bitbond was the first STO in EU launched under Prospectus Directive by registration of prospectus with BaFin; while Desico used national law of Lithuania – Law on Crowdfunding, because the raised amount in STO was within national threshold for publishing prospectus – EUR 5M.

Article 4 of Law on Crowdfunding stipulates that the project which is organized on crowdfunding platform may be in range of EUR 100,000 up to EUR 5M in 12 months\textsuperscript{227}. If the project owner wishes to enter in to one or more funding transactions for the total amount of EUR 5M or more in 12 months, then it must be done according to process established by the Law of Securities\textsuperscript{228}. With regards to the amount above EUR 5M where Law of Securities is applied, it is explained by the fact that EUR 5M is national threshold for publishing prospectus in Lithuania and every offering which is above EUR 5M, is pursuant to follow Prospectus Directive and register prospectus with Bank of Lithuania. The main business activity of Desico is to provide platform for companies who wish to raise funds through issuance of security
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tokens. Currently Desico is registered as a crowdfunding platform under Law on Crowdfunding in Lithuania under their business name “Finansu Bite verslui”. However, in time of the STO of Descio, it was still operating as an independent private limited company, according to information in “Information document”. Article 7 of Law on Crowdfunding sets out requirements for companies who wish to become licensed Crowdfunding operators in Lithuania. The requirements state that platform operator shall be legal person (private or public limited liability company) registered in Lithuania with equity capital not lower than EUR 40,000 or it must possess a surety bond which is issued by financial institution for the minimum amount of EUR 100,000 per one founder’s claim and EUR 500,000 for all founder’s claims for compensations of losses per year. Platform Operator is responsible to disclose all relevant tax information to companies who wish to raise funds through the platform. Also, platform operator is responsible to manage conflicts between funders and project owners raising funds through the platform.

In order to make it possible to trade with issued tokens on secondary market, Desico has concluded partnership agreement with financial brokerage firm CJC FBF “DV Invest” which is licensed financial brokerage firm in Lithuania and operates with category B financial brokerage license issued by Bank of Lithuania in July, 2009. The raised amount in Desico STO was USD 1M (EUR 893,413) which company raised in period from November 8th – November 30th, 2018. Desico offered tokenized future revenue notes which grants token holders 12.5% from all revenue generated by Desico group companies. According to Article 4 of Law on Crowdfunding, if company wishes to raise funds in amount between EUR 100,000 and EUR 5M, it has to prepare information document where is indicated information about the project owner and proposed transaction, and information document must be approved by Platform Operator. Specific information which must be included in information document is specified in Resolution 03-45 of Bank of Lithuania. It is important to outline that Bank of Lithuania does not confirm or approve the information document – this is the sole responsibility of the Platform Operator. In situation of Desico, information document was approved by Mr. Audrius Griskevicius – the CEO of “Finansu Bite verslui” from the Platform Operator side; and approved by CEO / Co-Founder of Desico Mr. Laimonas Noreika. There is a company “UAB
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Desico” registered in Centre of Registries of Lithuania with first registration date of April 13, 2018. The same company is an issuer of Desico tokenized securities, according to information available in Desico Information Document. On May 6, 2019, Desico on company’s website states that Desico is a brand name for publicly listed securities which is operated by company “Finansu Bite verslui” which is licensed Crowdfunding Platform Operator by Bank of Lithuania. In Desico’s Information Document, company discloses that it is related with UAB “Finansu Bite verslui” and UAB FMI “Direct Invest” through their management and upcoming acquisition. According to Resolution 03-45 of Bank of Lithuania, information document must disclose the following: company name, legal form, code, date of registration; information about officers of the company and shareholders of the company; amount of authorized capital; organizational structure to illustrate the group where company belongs and its specific position in the group; profit forecast; securities distributed; and other information related with warnings to potential investors. In Desico case, it is important to illustrate group structure and company’s place in it. According to the Information Document, Desico will distribute 12,5% of group revenues among token holders. When such securities are issued, it is vital for investor to understand what is meant by “group revenue” and what type of returns investor is able to expect. On page 7 Desico illustrates group structure where it is possible to see that at the moment of publishing information document, company was planning to add licensed crowdfunding platform and brokerage company to their group of companies. In May 2019, Desico is operating under licensed crowdfunding platform UAB “Finansu Bite verslui”, which has become part of the Desico Group of companies. Therefore, revenue generated by crowdfunding platform shall apply to Desico investors when company will distribute 12,5% of future revenue. It is important to point out the fact that Desico outlined their relationship with UAB “Finansu Bite verslui” in the moment when their “Information document” was published, however, it caused no legal problems for UAB “Finansu Bite verslui” to approve Desico’s “Information document”. Such system illustrates that supervisory measures towards information approval in crowdfunding offerings up to EUR 5M, rely solely on Platform Operator. In situations when company wishing to raise the funds is related with Platform Operator, the latter is still permitted to approve the document.

From May 7, 2019 Desico will host STO for UAB “Paysera Investments” which is a subsidiary of licensed electronic money institution UAB “Paysera LT” (further Paysera). Goal of Paysera is to raise EUR 2.5M in order to use the funds for service development and entering new markets. Offered securities are future revenue notes without voting and management rights; with annual return on investment: per one unit of security issued – 0.0004 per cent of gross operating profit of Licensed Paysera companies from customers who will start to use Paysera services from February 2019 or 5% of fixed annual interest\textsuperscript{242}. UAB “Paysera LT” is a company which operates since 2004\textsuperscript{243}. However, it is important to point out that public offer is carried out by company UAB “Paysera Investments” which was registered in 16 April 2019\textsuperscript{244}. As pointed out by bank of Lithuania in “warning to investors”, financial information indicated in “Information document” which is published by Paysera and Desico, illustrates financial standing of UAB “Paysera LT”, instead of UAB “Paysera Investments” which might cause confusion among potential investors. However, it necessary to mention that throughout the “Information document”, organizers of the project indicated that UAB “Paysera Investments” is a new company and securities shall be connected with operating profit of Licensed Paysera companies; which in May 2019 is only UAB “Paysera LT”. Also, it is important to outline that while illustrating financial information of “Paysera LT”, organizer has indicated that this is financial information of Licensed company.

In conclusion of this chapter, it is possible to state that Lithuania has developed legal framework with Law on Crowdfunding which attracts companies who wish to organize STOs. Also, Bank of Lithuania has created “regulatory sandbox” to test genuine innovations for financial service companies, including blockchain companies. The first round of companies who were accepted in regulatory sandbox was in October 2018. National Competent Authority (Bank of Lithuania) is monitoring the market, and warning to investors about misleading information in Paysera’s STO Information Document serves as an example. It is necessary to follow-up on development of legal framework in Lithuania from perspective of blockchain regulations and development of Law on Crowdfunding. With higher demand for companies interested in STO under Law on Crowdfunding, it is important to update legislation from perspective of required information in Information Document as well as create a supervisory body who reviews Information Document. In situation where the document is reviewed by
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crowdfunding Platform Operator, information might be misleading as it was defined in situation of Paysera.

3.6. Other countries

Due to the limits on the length of the research, it is not possible to conduct thorough analysis of all Member States, therefore this chapter will analyse several jurisdictions which have developed legal framework for cryptoassets, as well as jurisdictions where legal framework is not established in order to compare them and illustrate the potential challenges for investors.

3.6.1. Latvia

Since thesis is submitted in Riga Graduate School of Law, which is based in Latvia, it is necessary to briefly illustrate legal framework towards cryptoassets and blockchain in Latvia. Until May 6, 2019 there have been 21 ICOs in Latvia\(^\text{245}\). National Competent Authority in Latvia is Finanšu un Kapitāla Tirdzniecības Komisija (Financial and Capital Market Commission - FCMC) which carries out supervision of Latvian banks, credit unions, insurance companies and insurance brokerage companies, participants of financial market, payment institutions and electronic money institutions\(^\text{246}\). On 23\(^\text{rd}\) January 2019, FCMC published a statement about ICOs and legal framework if tokens issued in ICO are defined as securities. FCMC states that every ICO should be evaluated on individual basis, since the nature of issued tokens might be different\(^\text{247}\). It should be mentioned that document, along with the publication, is available in Latvian only. In situations where issued tokens qualify as securities, FCMC defines the procedure what organizers of STO should follow. If organizer of STO wishes to attract funds publicly from investors and total amount is below EUR 100,000, then no additional registration with FCMC is required\(^\text{248}\). If raised amount is in between of EUR 100,000 and EUR 1M, then organizer has to submit “Offering document” to FCMC; in situations when raised amount is above EUR 1M, prospectus is required\(^\text{249}\). Threshold below which a prospectus is not required in Latvia is EUR 1M\(^\text{250}\). When compared with other EU Member States, it is possible to
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conclude that EUR 1M as a threshold for prospectus is also in Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania and Slovakia – in other EU Member States threshold for prospectus is higher where in Sweden it is EUR 2.5M and in Slovenia EUR 3M, and in other Member States EUR 5M or EUR 8M251.

Low level of threshold for prospectus in Latvia was one of the main reasons why there wasn’t thorough research on legal framework in Latvia towards STO. With the online nature of STO, it is possible to organize it in other Member State by using the national rule, or by registering prospectus and still be able to offer it to investors from Latvia. Examples are STO of Desico and Paysera in Lithuania and Bitbond in Germany. As it was illustrated in chapter 1.2.1. the average cost to launch an ICO is USD 60,000 (EUR 53,540)252. The costs for STO are expected to be higher, as the fee for legal advice and preparation of legally binding agreements would increase. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that companies will be interested to organize STO in Latvia under current legal framework. Increasing threshold of prospectus would increase investors interest in Latvia as a jurisdiction where to organize an STO. As an illustration to problems in current legislation in Latvia towards STO / ICO could serve detailed research on how many ICOs who are registered in Estonia and Lithuania are originating from Latvia – in terms of where is the actual place of business of team which is developing the product.

3.6.2. Luxembourg

Until May 6, 2019 there have been launched 12 ICOs registered in Luxembourg253. National Competent Authority in Luxembourg is Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF). In statement to public which was published March 14, 2018 CSSF states that ICOs might be subject to regulatory requirements if issued tokens will qualify as securities254. In the same statement, CSSF states that it considers that organisers of ICOs originating from Luxembourg are required to establish anti-money laundering and terrorist financing procedures255. National threshold for publishing prospectus in Luxembourg is EUR 5M and for public offers in range of 1.5M up to EUR 5M, issuer is required to publish a simplified prospectus256. It is important to review Luxembourg due to the “Blockchain law”
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which country adopted on 14 February 2019. The main goal of the Bill 7363 is to provide financial market participants with legal certainty for the circulation of securities via blockchain technology. Under Bill 7363 tokenized securities will have the same status as “traditional” securities. The Bill 7363 should make transfer of tokenized securities more efficient by reducing the number of intermediaries. Until May 6, 2019 there have been no public STOs which are registered under Bill 7363, however, it is important to follow how Bill 7363 shall impact development of STO organization in Luxembourg. When compared Bill 7363 with existing legislation towards blockchain in other Member States (for example Malta and VFAA), then the main difference is that VFAA in Malta regulates organization of ICOs, while Bill 7363 specifically defines tokenized securities. Luxembourg has been popular among private STOs due to the high amount of hedge fund concentration in country. Hedge funds and other financial organizations qualify as professional investors pursuant to definition set out in Prospectus Directive. Information about private STOs is limited and mostly it is possible to access information from marketing stage of STO which does not illustrate the full scope of the STO. Another way how to determine results of private STOs could be to review annual reports of companies who have claimed to have launched STOs, however, it is not possible at this stage, because STOs are relatively new and available annual reports does not illustrate information with regards to private offerings.

3.6.3. France

There have been 56 organized ICOs in France until May 6, 2019. National Competent Authority responsible for capital markets supervision in France is Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF). National threshold for publishing prospectus in France is EUR 8M. For offers below EUR 8M where issued securities will be tradable on regulated exchanges, an information document may be required by the Market Rules of the exchange operator. The content of information document is defined by specific exchange operator and average size of such document is 100 pages; document does not have to approved by AMF.

In April 11, 2019 French National Assembly adopted the PACTE Bill (Action Plan for Business Growth and Transformation) which, once enacted, will establish legal framework for
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fundraising via the issuance of virtual tokens and digital assets service providers. The new Law, if it shall be enacted will allow organizers of ICOs who are issuing tokens which are not classified as financial instruments, to apply for visa issued by AMF by submitting offering’s information document to AMF. Such visa will give more credibility to ICOs and grant additional protection to investors, because AMF will approve ICOs who correspond to certain criteria. It is important to outline that PACTE Bill does not regulate issuance of digitalized securities (STOs), therefore in order to launch STO, companies will have to follow existing legal framework of public offerings.

In 23rd April 2019 French financial services company Societe Generale in statement to public announced that company has issued the first covered bond as a security token on a public blockchain. Societe Generale SFH, a subsidiary of Societe Generale issued EUR 100M of covered bonds as a security token, directly registered on Ethereum blockchain. It is important to mention that company issued bonds to itself and no outside investors were involved. Since bonds were issued for company itself, it can’t be considered as a public STO. However, such a step, made by one of the leading financial service providers in France, illustrates that further development in the field is expected.

3.6.4. Switzerland

Even though Switzerland is not EU Member State and it is not within EEA, it is important to research the jurisdiction due to the fact that it has developed itself as a “crypto-hub” in Europe. Until May 7, 2019 there have been organized 204 ICOs in Switzerland. Financial market supervisory authority in Switzerland is FINMA and one of the main reasons why Switzerland has developed its reputation as a “crypto-hub” of Europe is FINMA’s decentralised approach to regulation of blockchain technology enterprises.

In January 2017, with support of FINMA and Swiss Federal Government, “Crypto Valley” was established in Zug, Switzerland. The main goal of Crypto Valley is to support the growth of the ecosystem and attract blockchain companies to Switzerland. In February 2018, FINMA published “ICO Guidelines” where Regulator classified tokens in three categories: 1) payment tokens; 2) utility tokens; 3) asset tokens. In ICO Guidelines FINMA
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states that it is not possible to generalize ICOs and every case should be evaluated on individual basis. Also, FINMA outlines that there is no current case law where tokens are defined. With regards to the qualification of asset tokens (security tokens), FINMA defines them as tokens which represent assets in real physical underlyings, companies or an entitlement to dividends or interest payments; the asset tokens are analogous to equities, bonds or derivatives.\textsuperscript{269} Guidelines state that if digitalized securities are offered to the public on primary market, then they are subject to the same legal requirements as traditional securities and have to follow Stock Exchange Regulation Act, the Anti-Money Laundering Regulations, Banking Regulations, Financial Market Infrastructure Act and Collective Investment Scheme Regulations.\textsuperscript{270} For public offerings, it is required to prepare prospectus according to requirements set out in Swiss Code of Obligations. There are certain exemptions when prospectus doesn’t have to prepared and exemptions are implemented from Prospectus Directive. However, the new Financial Services Act (FinSA) which will be in force from January 2020, shall amend several provisions towards prospectus requirements and exemptions.

One of the most significant projects in blockchain industry which is carried out in 2019 and should be followed from perspective of development of legal framework is STO of SIX Digital Exchange which is organized by Swiss stock exchange operator.\textsuperscript{271} The goal of STO is to develop a fully integrated trading, settlement and custody platform for digital assets where transactions will happen on distributed ledger technology. In future SIX is planning to host STOs on newly developed platform and trade with tokenized securities on it. Such a step by official operator of Swiss stock exchange will create environment where it is possible to list tokenized securities without any intermediaries. The project is developed in cooperation with FINMA in order to find a common ground on how tokens could be listed on regulated market. With developed ecosystem and supportive Regulator, it is important to follow developments in the field of STO in Switzerland as it is creating legislation towards attraction of companies which are operating in the field of DLT.
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Unified legislation in EU towards STO

In chapter 1.1. where was analysis on how smart contracts are functioning, there was raised a question: on what is the applicable law in cases of tokenized security transfers if there is no entry point for legal rule in code itself? Analysis of legal framework, with regards to tokenized securities in EU and its Member States, provided an answer to the question. The answer consists of several parts, because, as established in research of EU legislation, it is not possible to generalize all organized ICOs. The applicable law with regards to organizing STO depends on the amount raised in the offering as well as on the type of the offering (public or private). If amount raised in the public offering is above EUR 8M, then it will always be necessary to follow EU Rules with regards to Prospectus Directive, Listing Directive, AML Directive. However, in situations where the amount of the offer is below EUR 8M, it is possible to organize STO on basis of national laws in Member States. From terms of applicable law for investor protection during STO, then in all reviewed cases, it has been the law of the country where offering is organized which is specifically regulated by investment agreements. Examples provided by STOs of Bitbond, Desico and Paysera illustrated that in all three STOs, investor agreements outlined that applicable law and jurisdiction of the court is the domicile of the issuer of digitalized tokens.

With current amount of STOs in EU, risk towards investor protection is low. However, when STOs will become more popular, then it is expected that risks will increase. The problems could occur in relation with applicable law and jurisdiction, because when disputes will arise, investors will have to settle them in the court where organizer of STO is domiciled. With online nature of STOs, it is possible that investors do not realize this aspect during their initial investments. Information about applicable law and place of court is provided within “Terms of service” which can be missed if investor chooses to “tick” the box without reading the agreement. In most of the cases, it will result in additional costs for legal advice because investors do not have a unified legal framework across EU. In situations where investor from Latvia will participate in STO which is organized in Germany, disputes arising from investment agreement shall be settled in Germany and person from Latvia will be pursuant to consult with German attorneys in order to receive legal advice on national applicable rules towards investor protection in Germany. It should be outlined that STOs are arising from ICOs where investor protection is non-existent, therefore there should be direct legal rules on how to organize STOs in order to protect investors.
Each analysed Member State had published warning statements towards ICOs where National Competent Authorities outlined that every ICO should be evaluated on individual basis in order to determine whether it is issuing security or utility tokens. Such approach is different from US where SEC has defined that in order to determine which token has characteristics of securities, Howey test should be used. The position of Member States is explained by the fact that ESMA in a statement to public outlined that each case should be reviewed on individual basis. Example from USA illustrates that it is possible to generalize when issued tokens qualify as securities which must be registered with SEC and when tokens are solely utility tokens. System where every ICO must be evaluated on individual basis creates legal uncertainty which is problematic for organizers of STOs as well as for investors who are forced to evaluate each case individually.

The importance of good and transparent legislation was analysed in chapter 2.1. where it was stated that inadequate regulation endangers economic growth and well-being. It is suggested that ESMA as a supervisory authority of National Competent Authorities would clearly define security / investment / asset tokens and NCAs could further implement definition in their national rules. As it was illustrated in chapter 2.2.1. NCAs are using different definitions of terms related with ICOs which might cause confusion among investors and organizers.

In its Advice on Initial Coin Offerings and crypto-assets ESMA admits that due to the significant number of crypto-assets, regulators face challenges with creating appropriate legislation which would cover all crypto-assets. This statement is confirmed in case study where legislation of Member States was analysed. Financial Regulator of Malta, which positions itself as a “blockchain island”, in a statement to public on April 25, 2019 stated that until the publishing of the statement, there are no companies who have registered their ICO offering documents (White Papers) with MFSA according to provisions set out in Virtual Financial Assets Act. The reasons why companies do not register their offering documents with Financial Regulator of Malta are various. One of the main reasons is that VFAA is in force since 1st November 2018 and it is relatively short time to evaluate such statistics. However, the more important reason could be the fact that VFAA regulates ICOs and by the time the law was accepted and in force, popularity of ICOs had shifted to STOs. Chapter 2.1. illustrated that the “peak” of ICOs was in the end of 2017, beginning of 2018, and afterwards the amount of
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launched ICOs decreased due to decrease of value of cryptocurrencies as well as due to the high number of fraudulent ICOs\textsuperscript{277}. This illustrates the importance of regulators to adapt to changes in the market and realize that legislation which they will create might lose its usability very quickly. Another reason why ICOs choose not to register their offering document with MFSA could be the fact that requirements set out in the law are too strict when compared with other Member States. In order to receive the license for ICO, company is obliged to create sophisticated offering document, appoint auditor who will report to MFSA and file Financial Instrument Test where company must determine that their issued tokens are not securities. As illustrated in chapter 2.1. there have been several situations where information provided on White Paper is misleading\textsuperscript{278} or even criminally punishable\textsuperscript{279}, however, overregulation will not solve these problems. With online nature of ICOs, it is still possible to organize an ICO and offer digital tokens to investors from Malta. As it was illustrated in chapter 3.4., the only preventive measure against such ICOs, which Financial Regulator of Malta is able to carry out, is warning to investors about possible scams in ICOs and the fact that investors are not protected under Maltese regulations when they participate in ICOs which are not licensed and verified by MFSA. However, there are no mechanisms to MFSA to prohibit investors to participate in ICOs organized outside of Malta. If France will adopt PACTE Bill, it will face similar challenges; moreover because of the fact that in France, registration for ICO under PACTE Bill will be voluntarily. As illustrated in chapter 3.6.3. PACTE Bill does not regulate issuance of digitalized securities, therefore in situation where organizer is interested to issue security tokens, it will still have to follow current legal framework towards issuance of securities. It is important that regulators realize that focus has shifted from ICOs to STOs and therefore create appropriate legislation.

At the moment, for offers of tokenized securities above EUR 8M, it is necessary to follow the same regulations which are applied to IPOs. However, it should be outlined that such approach is not appropriate, due to several differences in IPOs and STOs. The most significant difference lies in the type of securities offered and in the nature of the offerings. STOs are coming from unregulated and decentralized area of cryptoassets where no legal rules towards investor protection exist. While IPOs are existing since the existence of financial markets and are highly regulated. If the same legal rules will be applied, it will cause significant risks towards business development and investor protection. When organizers of STOs will be forced to adapt the same legal rules which are applicable to IPOs, then it is probable that they will look
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for jurisdictions where rules towards public offerings are “lighter” which will eventually lead to risks for investors. Such approach will be possible because of the online nature of STOs and information distribution through online forums which are not jurisdiction related. Legal form of STO is more complicated than of IPO due to the fact that publicly offered item is a token which contains rights to a certain asset. The certain asset can vary among every STO – it can be shares of the company, future revenue note, loan agreement, real estate, movable property and any other possession of the company. Variety of offered items creates complicated legal environment for investors. For example, in situation when shares are offered to the public, investor should receive the information on where the shares are listed and how to trade them on secondary markets. However, in situation where real estate is tokenized and offered to the public, investor should be informed on national legal rules towards real estate which are closely related to certain jurisdiction, because real estate law is country-specific.

EU has illustrated lack of legal clarity towards regulations of public issuance of digitalized securities which has created competition among EU Member States and at the same time unclear rules for investors and companies who wish to raise capital through STOs. The main instrument to achieve legal clarity is cooperation with private organisations from the field and case studies from jurisdictions which have established clear legal rules towards STOs. Example to regulators from analysed EU Member States could be Switzerland where National Competent Authority (FINMA) closely cooperates with “Crypto Valley” in development of new legal framework which will support the growth of blockchain related business. Market participants have clearly illustrated that when one Member State has more attractive legislation towards ICOs, then the project will be launched from that Member State.
4.2. Jurisdiction shopping in the field of STO

In general, competition is considered as a good element in the market, because businesses are entitled to work harder and create better products in order to attract customers. The question in this chapter of discussion is: Should there be competition among EU Member States in the field of STO? Analysis of case studies and national rules towards STOs illustrated that there are jurisdictions where it is possible to organize STO in more effective way than in other Member States (faster, with less required documentation).

Each analysed Member State has a different national requirements with regards to documents required and procedure on how to register documents for public offerings with National Competent Authorities. This paper analysed legislation towards public security offerings in 8 Member States and Switzerland. There are similar requirements towards exceptions for private offerings (which are implemented from Prospectus Directive). However, none of the analysed Member States had the same national rules with regards to public offerings below threshold where organizer must publish prospectus. In situations when threshold is the same – UK, Germany, France with EUR 8M; Estonia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta with EUR 5M – there are still different national rules towards information required and thresholds within the national threshold when offering is considered a public offering. Such system illustrates individual character of each Member State towards public offerings as well as Member State’s position with regards to investor attraction in the field of blockchain technologies. Example for jurisdiction shopping in situation of ICOs could serve data of Estonia, which has statistically the largest number of ICOs in EU per capita and one of the main reasons is that Estonian legislation permits remote company management along with licenses for cryptocurrency exchanges and e-wallet service providers.

At this point, it is not possible to statistically prove that there exists jurisdiction shopping in the field of STOs in EU, because it is relatively new type of public offering. However, it is possible to see that countries with more favourable rules for public offerings attract existing STOs – Lithuania, UK and examples of current STOs in these jurisdictions. Choice of jurisdiction where to organize an STO will be affected by the type of information required within national thresholds. Analysis of Malta and Lithuania are examples on how different required information can be within national thresholds of public offerings. In Malta, in public offerings up to EUR 5M, it is necessary to submit and verify sophisticated offering document under Prospects MTF which on average consists of 194 pages and additionally, organizer of the offering must employ licensed corporate advisor who will act as the primary contact person with Malta Stock Exchange during the public offering. Analysis of Lithuania and current STOs illustrates that it is possible to organize public STO with raised amount up to EUR 5M under
Law on Crowdfunding. Organizer has to prepare information document which is approved solely by operator of the Crowdfunding platform. The goals and outcome of STOs in both above mentioned Member States are the same – raise funds by issuing security tokens which are tradable on regulated market. When company wishing to organize an STO would evaluate both jurisdictions, without any prior connections to them, it would be most probable that company would choose Lithuania due to simplified process and less information required – which will result in less expenses in legal fees and additional employees hired. As proved by analysis of current STOs in UK, Germany and Lithuania, due to the online nature of the offering it is possible to participate in it from all over the world, unless certain exclusions are provided. In example of Bitbond STO, persons from US and Canada were excluded, because company did not intend to register securities with SEC.

Online nature of STOs creates possibilities to launch STO from Member State where are more suitable national laws in situations where amount of the raised offer is within the national threshold. In the future it is expected that more STOs will be launched in countries where national thresholds are higher – such as France, UK, Germany. According to the case law established by ECJ with regards to IPOs, the place where the offering is organized and where the organizer is liable must be considered based on the dissemination of the information about the offering\textsuperscript{280}. The main sources of information with regards to launched STOs are not fixed by geographical location as the information is distributed within online forums, articles in online journals and shared by affiliate partners of the organizers (Bitbond example). There are no geographical restrictions on individual from one Member State (Latvia) to participate in STOs in Germany, Lithuania, UK and obtain digitalized securities which further will be stored on individuals e-wallet. In order to make such transactions possible, an individual has to conduct investment agreement with organizers of the STO. In situations where organizer of STO would conduct large scale online ad campaign which targets specifically one certain location, then NCA of the Member State would be responsible to evaluate the type of information provided and securities issued and determine whether organizer of STO has to register the offering with the NCA.

In situations when public offering is in the amount above EUR 8M and organizer has registered prospectus with NCA (like in case of Bitbond), it is entitled to register prospectus in any other Member State by submitting Prospectus Certificate and translated prospectus, if it is required by host Member State. Bitbond did not register prospectus in any other country than Germany, because the fact that company’s STO is the first public STO in EU provided them

\textsuperscript{280} Fernandez, \textit{supra} note 119.
significant coverage in online media across the world and company did not have to carry out extensive marketing campaign in specific Member States.

From perspective of business development different legal regimes among EU Member States with regards to STOs are beneficial. Companies are able to choose the most attractive jurisdiction for specific type of offering and organize it from there. However, from perspective of investor protection and legal clarity it is not beneficial and not recommended. At the moment, when recognition of STOs is not significant and existence of STOs is known only to informed investors who are following the field of crypto-assets, there are no risks with regards to investor protection. Chapter 1.2.1 illustrated development of ICOs and time span it took until ICOs became known to the public (3-4 years). Time span with regards to STOs introduction to public will be shorter due to development of blockchain technologies and examples of organized ICOs. With higher investor involvement in STOs, the risks related with investor protection with regards to legal clarity will significantly increase. Therefore, it is important to create a legal framework where jurisdiction shopping is limited and investors are clearly informed that when there will arise disputes in their investment contracts, they will have to go to court in the Member State where organizer of the offering is domiciled.

Important argument towards competition among EU Member States is that certain jurisdictions has excluded themselves from competition with regards to STO attraction. Analysis of Latvia illustrates that it is highly unlikely that companies will be interested in STO organization in Latvia if the amount is below national threshold (EUR 1M), because costs which will arise to organizers of STO will be too high in comparison with potential amount raised. Legislation and statements to the public with regards to virtual assets and token definitions in website of FCMC is mostly in Latvian language, which makes it harder for investors from abroad to access it. In comparison with analysis of Estonia and Lithuania where legislation and official statements were available in English, Latvian NCA did not provide such option. Analysis of websites of NCAs in Estonia and Lithuania discovered that NCAs have issued several warnings with regards to specific ICOs, while website of FCMC did not provide such information. Such approach illustrates the level of involvement of FCMC in development of blockchain industry and could bring harm for investors from Latvia due to the lack of official opinion and warnings. Position of national government towards technological innovations is one of the most important factors in investor attraction – as it is shown in example of Switzerland and development of Crypto Valley. Such cooperation is crucial for all involved parties – government, investors and business. Government will have access to technological advancements like it is in example with Swiss Stock Exchange and digitalized assets; investors will have a clear legal rules which will help them to understand when risks are higher / lower;
business will have developed ecosystem where cooperation with other companies will facilitate economic development. It is recommended to Latvian authorities to improve level of investor attraction towards blockchain technologies and increase competitiveness among EU Member States. The first steps to achieve it could be: 1) by releasing public statements on FCMC website also in English; 2) increase national threshold towards prospectus publication; 3) improve cooperation with private companies who are working in the field of crypto-assets by taking example from analysed Member States.

At the moment when STOs are not well known for a common population in EU, competition among Member States in the field of STO does not bring significant risks to financial stability and investor protection. In the process of competition to attract companies who are interested to organize STOs, EU Member States will facilitate development of appropriate legal framework. Such competition will outline the most appropriate legal framework by statistically illustrating in which Member State companies choose to organize STOs. When such statistic will be available, it should be possible to analyse the legal framework of specific Member State and implement similar rules in other Member States in order to increase legal clarity in EU as a whole. For EU to function as a unified force and compete with USA and Asia for attraction of tokenized public offerings, the precondition is to develop direct legal framework. It is important to follow development of STOs and evaluate investor protection once tokens are available on secondary markets because it will illustrate the main gaps towards investor protection in STOs. Blockchain technology and STOs offers significant possibilities to raise funds for small and medium sized companies, however, it creates legal challenges and risks of investor protection. In order to facilitate the opportunities of STOs, it is important to create unique legal framework for STOs which will protect investors and assist companies to raise funding for their development.
CONCLUSION / SUGGESTIONS

1. The research illustrated that blockchain technologies are developing in a very fast pace. To cope with the fast development, regulators must create advanced work groups with professionals who understand how blockchain works and are able to follow market tendencies. It is suggested to stop creating legislation towards ICOs and shift the legislation creating process to STOs.

2. Security Token Offerings with raised amount above EUR 8M are regulated by national rules and EU Regulations. At the moment there are no direct harms of legal uncertainty towards STOs. However, if EU wishes to be important actor in the blockchain field and compete with USA and Asia, it must present itself (EU) as a unified region by establishing legal rules for STOs.

3. To facilitate the use of blockchain technologies, it is recommended to integrate blockchain solutions in governmental processes. Storage of share registries on blockchain would facilitate development of STOs and provide companies with instant access to public funding through STOs.

4. There are significant differences in legal requirements among Member States for public offerings within national threshold for publishing prospectus. Online nature of STOs creates additional challenges for NCAs. At the moment these challenges do not possess significant risk to investors, but risk will increase with increase of popularity. It is strongly recommended that national authorities follow information distribution and are more active with warnings to investors.

5. Differences in legal framework among Member States have created jurisdiction shopping where organizers of STOs are able to choose the jurisdiction which is more suitable for the company.

6. Further research should evaluate and compare prospectuses among IPOs / STOs between different Member States. Research leads to suggestion that there will be differences in length and information provided among Member States, which will lead to jurisdiction shopping.
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